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Web pages 
woven for 
faculty
By Chris Donnelly ’08 
News Staff
A new feature to the College’s 
Website was introduced on Tuesday, 
Nov. 15. Professor profiles were the key 
addition in the section, which aims to 
increase the visibility 
FACULTY & of the faculty.
ACADEMICS “It gives people a 
closer look at our fac­
ulty and what makes them tick,” said 
Charles Haberle, assistant vice president 
for academic administration and one of 
the people behind the site’s conception. 
The new section, called “Teaching 
that Transforms,” opened with 41 pro­
files. The Media & Community Rela­
tions office asked select faculty members 
to participate in this “pilot” program. 
The developers invited one or two pro­
fessors from each department to partici­
pate so that all the academic fields would 
be represented. The section also in­
cluded profiles of new faculty members 
to help introduce them to the community. 
The name “Teaching that Transforms” 
continues the entire Web site’s theme of 
transformation.
“Part of the whole transformation pro­
cess is the teaching that goes on here. 
So that is how we came up with Teach­
ing that Transforms,” said Patricia Vieira, 
executive director of Media & Commu­
nity Relations and project manager for 
the site.
The site was created not only to pro­
vide information about the College’s fac­
ulty to cunent students but also to be used 
as a recruiting tool for prospective stu­
dents and professors.
Included in each profile is a portrait 
of the faculty member taken by a profes­
sional photographer and a quote from the 
faculty member about his or her personal 
teaching philosophy. Information about 
their position at the College, academic 
background, courses they teach, research 
and interests is also available.
Professors may also chronicle their 
notable academic appointments and 
awards, publication highlights, and 
scholarly presentations.
“I think it is a fine way to introduce 
people in the community to each other,” 
said James B. Baker, a professor of art, 
whose profile is featured on the site.
The site launched with other aspects 
that showcase the faculty along with an 
introduction by Rev. Brian J. Shanley 
O.P.
In his introductory remarks on the 
Web site, Father Shanley writes, “A 
teacher cannot put his or her knowledge 
into the student’s mind, but rather can 
only help the student come to see things 
for him or herself. Students have to ask 
questions, compare diverse claims, 
weigh the evidence for themselves, and 
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Won’t you be my neighbor?
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPENCER HIRST ’09
Jonny Styron ’07 paints PC’s Friar logo in the firehouse on Admiral Street for an Urban Action project Saturday.
By Jen Jarvis ’07 
News Editor
“The Bubble:” it’s an expression of­
ten used to describe college campuses, 
and PC is no exception. As a closed cam­
pus in the middle of a city, students and 
administration try to find a way to coex­
ist with neighbors off-campus in the area 
known as Smithfield.
The question of how students are re­
lating to the surrounding community was 
the focus of a panel discussion sponsored 
by Students Organized Against Racism 
(SOAR) last Tuesday, Nov. 29 in Moore
HIV testing offered to students
By Megan Comerford ’06
News Staff
Last Thursday, Dec. 10, marked the 
first free HIV/AIDS testing event held 
at Providence College.
It was co-sponsored by Amnesty
International, 
CAMPUS S.H.E.PA.R.D. (Stopping 
NEWS Homophobia, Eliminating
Prejudices and Restoring 
Dignity), S.O.A.R. (Students Organized 
Against Racism), S.T.E.P. 1, the Board 
of Multicultural Student Affairs 
(BMSA), Student Congress, Women 
Will, Young Democrats, the History 
Club, the Black Studies Department, and 
the new Global Studies Department.
The event was the brainchild of Katie 
Schoen ’06, a Public Service major who 
has been working for AIDS Care Ocean 
State (ACOS) for the past year-and-a- 
half.
Schoen, who is a member of Amnesty 
International, S.H.E.PA.R.D., S.O.A.R., 
and Young Democrats, wanted to “raise 
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Hall I.
“We feel like a lot of people ... aren’t 
aware of our surrounding community,” 
said Deanna Dupuis ’07, vice president 
of SOAR.
Dupuis and Ann Marie Schortemeyer 
’06, president of SOAR, opened the dis­
cussion by asking questions of the pan­
elists, who included Mary Jones, a resi­
dent of the area for 50 years; Tom 
Twitchell. a resident for 40 years; Maj. 
John Leyden, executive director of safety 
and security; Eduardo Birbuet, who lives 
near PC and works at St. Patrick’s Church 
on Smith Street; and Dr. Keith Morton, 
associate professor of English at Provi­
TRACY DONADIO ’OOThe Cowl
Katie Schoen ’06, left, and Alyssa Metthe ’08 sit at S.H.E.P.A.R.D.’s table 
during PC’s first ever HIV/AIDS testing day, which Schoen organized.
dence College.
One issue that was brought up was 
how PC students are viewed in the sur­
rounding community. The comments 
from the residents of the area were var­
ied.
“When I spent time in the neighbor­
hood, I hear a lot of complaints about 
Providence College, but I never hear 
complaints about individual students,” 
Morton said.
“I never hear any complaints [about 
PC students],” said Birbuet. “I think 
you’re great.”
The residents made reference to the
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News Briefs 
English class to hold symposium
The students in the Principles of 
Modem Criticism class, taught by Dr. 
William Hogan, assistant professor of 
English, will be holding a symposium on 
Monday, Dec. 12 in SlavinGOl to present 
their final class papers. Three panels, 
held at 11:00 a.m. to 12:15 p.m., 1:00 
p.m. to 2:15 p.m., and 2:15 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m. will cover topics including 
“Dystopian Visions,” “Death of a 
Preppy,” and “Constructions of Gender 
at the Turn of the Twentieth Century.”
These paper topics were developed 
to highlight the critical approaches to lit­
erature that the students in Hogan’s class 
have learned throughout the semester. In 
attendance at the panels will be faculty 
members whose specialties relate to spe­
cific presentations. The faculty will gen­
erate a brief discussion following the pre­
sentation of each paper topic.
The novels Catcher in the Rye, Heart 
of Darkness, and Pride and Prejudice 
will be among the literary works ana­
lyzed at the symposium. All members 
of the College community are invited to 
attend.
—Jen Jarvis ’07
Campus Calendar for Dec. 9 to Dec. 15
Submit events at cowlnewsstaff@yahoo.com
9 Friday 11 Sunday 13 Tuesday 15 Thursday
6 p.m. Student 
Athlete Christmas 
Party in McPhail’s.
7 p.m. Opera
Workshop
Performance in the 
Smith Center for the 
Arts.
2 p.m. Opera
Workshop
Performance in the 
Smith Center for the 
Arts.
11:30 p.m.-l:00 a.m.
Class of 2007 Break­
fast at Midnight in ’64 
Hall.
7 p.m. Messiah Sing 
in St. Dominic 
Chapel.
8 p.m. “Auntie
Anne’s Pretzels” 
study break in 
McPhail’s.
8 p.m. “Wendy’s” 
study break in 
McPhail’s.
4 p.m.-8 p.m. Middle
Eastern Lecture Series 
in Moore Hall I.
8 p.m. “McDonald’s” 
study break in 
McPhail’s.
8 p.m. “Antonio’s 
Pizza” study break in 
McPhail’s.
10 Saturday 12 Monday 14 Wednesday
SECURITY SANCTIONS
Administrative Review Outcome
Sept. 6
Student Handbook: P. 38, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $250, Reflection Paper, 
Alcohol Education Course, Disciplinary 
Probation through 5-21 -06, Alcohol As­
sessment, Alcohol Education Class, Pa­
rental Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Oct. 12
Student Handbook: P. 38, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine, Alcohol Education, 
Administrative Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 1
Charge: Alcohol- Possession. Finding: 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $ 100, Al­
cohol Education, Administrative Warn­
ing.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
Si 00, Alcohol Education, Administra­
tive Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication with hos­
pital transport. Finding: Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Educa­
tion, Administrative Warning, Parental 
Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication with hos­
pital transport. Finding: Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Educa­
tion, Administrative Warning, Parental 
Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication, hospital 
transport. Finding: Responsible. Sanc­
tions: Fine, Alcohol Education, Admin­
istrative Warning, Parental Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication with hos­
pital transport. Finding: Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Educa­
tion, Administrative Warning, Parental 
Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
$250, Alcohol Education Class, Disci­
plinary Probation through 3-8-06, Paren­
tal Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Drug (Marijuana) Possession. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
$250, Drug Education Class, Disciplin­
ary Probation through 3-4-06, Parental 
Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Possession of an open 
container. Finding: Responsible. Sanc­
tions: Alcohol Education, Administrative 
Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Possession. Finding: 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine-$100, Al­
cohol Education, Administrative Warn­
ing.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Possession. Finding: 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, Al­
cohol Education, Administrative Warn­
ing.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication with EMT 
Assistance. Finding: Responsible. Sanc­
tions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Education, 
Administrative Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication with hos­
pital transport. Finding: Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Educa­
tion Class, Disciplinary Probation 
through 3-6-06, Administrative Warning, 
Parental Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 8
Charge: Alcohol- Possession. Finding: 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine-$100, Al­
cohol Education, Administrative Warn­
ing.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Possession. Finding: 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine-$100, Al­
cohol Education, Administrative Warn­
ing.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Possession. Finding: 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine-$100, Al­
cohol Education, Administrative Warn­
ing.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
$ 100, Alcohol Education, Administrative 
Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome 
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
$ 100, Alcohol Education, Administrative 
Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication with Hos­
pital Transport. Finding: Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Educa­
tion Class, Administrative Warning, Pa­
rental Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Intoxication with Hos­
pital Transport. Finding: Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Educa­
tion Class, Administrative Warning, Pa­
rental Notification.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
$ 100, Alcohol Education Class, Admin­
istrative Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
Si 00, Alcohol Education Class, Admin­
istrative Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- 
$ 100, Alcohol Education Class, Admin­
istrative Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Possession. Finding: 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine-$100, Al­
cohol Education, Administrative Warn­
ing.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Open Container. Find­
ing: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine - $100, 
Alcohol Education, Administrative 
Warning.
Administrative Review Outcome
Nov. 9
Charge: Alcohol- Underage Drinking. 
Finding: Responsible. Sanctions: Fine - 
$100, Alcohol Education, Warning.
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Student protests study abroad fee
By Jf.n Jarvis ’07
News Editor
On Tuesday, Rob Dennis ’08 met with 
Rev. Brian J. Shanley O.P., president of 
Providence College, to discuss the fees 
associated with studying abroad. As it 
now stands, students at the 
STUDY College must pay a $2000 
ABROAD fee to study abroad during 
the academic year, in ad­
dition to the regular tuition of the insti­
tution they are attending abroad. Re­
cently implemented was a $200 fee for 
studying abroad during the summer.
“Father Shanley and I discussed the 
difficulty of studying abroad at Provi­
dence College,” said Dennis. “I ex­
pressed my rage of the $2,000 fee im­
posed upon students who study abroad 
during the academic year.”
“I think the fee is unfair because it 
holds students back from experiencing 
something that would probably enhance 
their lives,” said Morgan Bigelow ’06. 
She studied abroad in Granada, Spain, 
for one year, but only had to pay $175. 
Starting with the Class of 2007, the fee 
was increased to $2000 to better reflect 
the cost of the services that students uti­
lize even when abroad.
According to Dr. Seana M. 
McGovern, assistant dean of undergradu­
ate studies and director of the Study 
Abroad Program, PC’s Cabinet, made up 
of all the College’s vice presidents, de­
termines the study abroad fee.
“We [the Study Abroad Program] ad­
minister policies, we didn’t create them,” 
said McGovern. She said PC changed 
its study abroad procedures several years 
ago.
Providence College used to only al­
low students to study abroad with affili­
ated programs, requiring them to pay
PHOTO COURTESY OF MORGAN BIGELOW '06
Morgan Bigelow ’06, above with a barbary ape at the Rock of Gibraltar, 
studied abroad in Granada, Spain, while the fee was only $175. Now at 
$2000, some students are speaking up. The administration is asserting that 
the fee is to cover the costs of services study abroad students continue to use.
regular PC tuition. Now that students 
can study with non-alfiliated programs, 
they have to pay the host institution’s 
tuition instead. Often, the tuition fees in 
other countries are low. McGovern cited 
PC’s program in Ireland as an example.
“Galway tuition is significantly less 
than PC’s,” she said. Even with the fee, 
students could be paying less money in 
some cases. McGovern said the students 
are charged $2000 to cover the costs of 
the services they still use on campus.
“There are numerous offices on cam­
pus that are working on behalf of the 
study abroad students before, during, and 
after their sojourn,” said McGovern. She 
said that Academic Records, the Dean’s 
Office, the Office of Career Services, the 
mailroom, and the Office of Financial 
Aid are just some of the services that stu­
dents use in relation to studying abroad, 
whether it is making sure credits trans­
fer or preparing a transcript. Even in the 
summer, the amount of work that goes 
into one student studying abroad is im­
mense.
“There are at least eight people in­
volved with each individual applicant” 
for the summer study abroad program, 
McGovern said. “It’s greatly expanded 
for the people studying abroad during the 
year."
The Cabinet did not want students 
who were not participating in the study 
abroad program to have to take on the 
additional costs of the administrative 
offices while some of the students are not 
on campus.
“Their effort was to restructure the fee 
to allow students to take advantage of 
the opportunity to study abroad and also 
to create a fee so that study abroad stu­
dents would be billed equitably,” 
McGovern said.
Some students understand the need 
for some fee, but think the actual amount 
is exorbitant.
“1 can understand why there’s a need 
for a fee but 1 think $2000 is too ex­
treme,” said Bigelow.
Dennis had written a brief letter stat­
ing his grievances about the study abroad 
fee, which circulated through some class­
rooms for students to sign on Tuesday 
before his meeting with Father Shanley.
Dennis said that Father Shanley was 
unaware of the new $200 fee imple­
mented on Nov. 28 for the summer study 
abroad program.
“The fact that the president of this 
College did not know about the fee fur­
ther highlights the lack of communica­
tion amongst administration and students 
on campus,” said Dennis.
Dennis’s main complaint about PC’s 
study abroad program arose when he 
looked at other schools’ programs and 
the fees associated with them.
“Other institutions do not have to pay 
such a hefty fee, or any fee at all, in some 
cases, so why should PC?” said Dennis.
In response to this question, 
McGovern responded that at many in­
stitutions, study abroad fees will soon be 
popping up, because the students remain­
ing at the home institution cannot subsi­
dize the services used by the increasing 
number of students going abroad.
“It's changing rapidly,” she said. 
“Due to the popularity of study abroad, 
colleges and universities across the U.S. 
are attempting to address the financial 
issues in relation to study abroad.”
Whether the fee is fair or not, it is still 
a reality for students who hope to study 
abroad, and for some, it can be a big ob­
stacle.
“Studying abroad was the best expe­
rience of my life thus far. It was price­
less,” said Bigelow. “For some who are 
struggling financially, it is really unfor­
tunate that they cannot take advantage 
of this opportunity.”
Fairfield University
Charles E Dolan School of Business
Do you want a job with a Big 4 Accounting firm?
Fairfield
UNIVERSITY
Fairfield University's Master of Science in Accounting 
gets you closer to that goal!
INQUIRE at Fairfield University 
APPLY by December 2...
START in June 2006
EARN graduate degree in May 2007
A career in Accounting awaits you!
One Year, Full-Time Cohort Program
• Ideal program lot Accounting major
 150 credits with accelerated, full-timr degree 
completion in one year
•CPA test prep course available
• Faculty with exceptional academic and professional credentials
• Personal attention and advising lot even student
• Scholarships available
Let us help you get started today! 
Call Marianne Gunipper at 
203-254-4000, Ext. 2908
E-Mail; aigu nipper^ nuil.tairtkld-edu 
Visit: www,tdirtifid.edu/gl -id
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Faculty: Web pages almost rival facebook
continued from front page 
arrive at their own conclusions —discov­
ering new things for themselves on the 
basis of what they have learned.”
There is also a page containing gen­
eral facts about the professors as well as 
a page describing various faculty student 
collaborations. The site also includes 
profiles on the past three winners of the 
Joseph R. Accinno Teaching Award.
An unveiling of the site was held in 
the faculty/staff lounge of Feinstein by 
the Committee for Teaching Excellence 
on Nov. 15. In attendance were those 
who helped work with the site and those 
faculty members apart of the pilot pro­
gram. There was a champagne toast for 
the completion of the site.
“I think the site really puts the fac­
ulty who are the heart and soul of the 
community front and center on the Web 
site,” said Vieira about the main goal of 
the new site.
Creating the Web site was a collabo­
rative effort between the Office of Me­
dia & Community Relations, the Center 
for Teaching Excellence (CTE) and the 
Academic Administration. The idea for 
the Web site was proposed in a meeting 
of these three offices about two years 
ago. Since that time, each office con­
tributed to bringing the site into exist­
ence.
In preparing the Web sites for display 
online, Veira worked with individual fac-
http://www.providence.edu/academics/faculty
The Providence College Web site has a series of new pages featuring faculty 
members. The site aims to educate present and future students about the 
merits of PC’s faculty.
ulty members to gather information and 
draft the profiles.
At the same time, Trisha Rojcewicz, 
web editor and media relations coordi­
nator, built each Web page.
Dr. Joan Branham, director of the 
CTE, felt that “the faculty here is one of 
our strong points” and that there should 
be an easy-to-access web page to show­
case them. She thought the main Web 
site did not provide enough information 
about the faculty and what it did give was 
difficult to access.
“Our most prized resource was bur­
ied in the Web site and our reason for 
doing this site was to excavate the fac­
ulty,” said Branham.
The entire PC Web site is managed 
by workers in Media & Community Re­
lations, whose task it was to build the 
site.
“We have done the site in a way that 
is very professional, very user-friendly, 
and very informative,” said Vieira.
I think it is a fine way to 
introduce people in the 
community to each other.
James A. Baker
The “Teaching that Transforms” Web 
page is accessible through academic sec­
tion of the Web site. Occasionally replac­
ing the Alumni biography feature on the 
main page with a faculty member biog­
raphy is a change currently being con­
sidered. Another option being mulled 
over is linking faculty publications from 
the Web site to the library so students 
may have easier access to their works.
Most students have not yet viewed 
these pages due to their relative newness.
“I think the Web site will help further 
student-faculty relations,” said Anthony 
Chieffalo ’09.
Students can reach the faculty profiles 
though the school’s main page by access­
ing the “Academics” section and then 
clicking on the “Teaching that Trans­
forms” option on the side menu.
Off campus: Good fences make aloof neighbors
continued from front page
volunteer work that PC students under­
take. Jones talked about the gardening 
and other work some students have done 
in the surrounding area off-campus.
“1 think they do a lot for Smith Hill,” 
she said. However, she added that she 
“would like to see more” students.
“St. Patrick’s has many volunteers,” 
said Birbuet.
Twitchell said that the Chaplain’s 
Office and programs like PC Pals have 
helped the community, but he also 
stressed “how much more can be done.” 
“I think PC has done a lot,” Twitchell 
said. “I hope it will do a lot more. And 
we’ve opened up to you more. There’s 
less fear perhaps.”
Major Leyden said 15 years ago, 
more college students lived in the neigh­
borhood. Now, only about 400 students 
reside nearby.
More students have moved on cam­
pus as the amount of housing on campus 
has increased. In fact, the increase of 
on-campus housing was a direct result 
of the neighbors’ complaints about the 
students.
According to Morton, a community 
action group pressed then-president Rev. 
John F. Cunningham, O.P. to do some­
thing about the ruckus caused by students 
who were drinking and making noise into 
the night.
In response, Father Cunningham built 
apartments on campus to attract students.
However, Morton pointed out that as 
students moved on campus, it left 400 to 
500 apartment vacancies in the Elmhurst 
neighborhood where many students had 
previously lived. This drove down the 
rent in the area, so people moved from 
Smith Hill to Elmhurst.
The resulting vacancies on Smith Hill, 
near the College, led to a lot of arson 
problems in the early nineties.
“That made certain streets pretty 
scary,” Morton said.
Not only does this brief history of the 
area give explanations for the current 
situation and show how thingshave im­
proved, it also demonstrates how much 
the College impacts the local economy.
“I don’t know that as an institution 
we’ve thought very much about that im­
pact,” Morton said.
Birbuet agreed. “You bring a lot of 
economy, but [it’s] directed to bars,” he 
said.
This bar culture has negative effects 
beyond just the kind of establishments it 
keeps in the area. In addition, it gives 
rise to noise-making, vandalism, and 
theft as hordes of inebriated students 
stumble back to PC late at night.
“Anything in their path, some kids just 
destroy,” said Leyden. “Students should 
be more responsible when they’re leav­
ing the bars.”
During the panel discussion, Dupuis 
and Schortemeyer presented one com­
mon portrayal of typical PC students: 
white, Catholic, middle class carbon­
copies of each other whose main focus 
is drinking.
Twitchell said he agreed with this 
portrayal. While PC students may com­
plain about the supposedly trashy area 
in which their school is located, calling 
it a ghetto, Twitchell said, “You are the 
ghetto.”
Twitchell’s comment put a new spin 
on the issue of how PC and the Smithfield 
area relate. Students often regard the 
neighborhood as a dangerous and low- 
class area they have to deal with, and it 
might not occur to them that they are the 
imposition.
Morton, who has done work in com­
munity history, gave a sketch of the 
Smithfield area. Between 6,000 and 
7,000 people live in the area, and 70 per­
cent are immigrants or children of im­
migrants. While the stereotype is that 
the area is low-income, Morton said that 
people from all ranges of income actu­
ally inhabit the area.
Morton tried to dispel other stereo­
types as well. He said that although he 
lives in a more affluent community than 
Smithfield, kids in his neighborhood are 
statistically more likely to be sexually 
assaulted, have an eating disorder, and 
use drugs.
Morton conceded that more drugs are 
sold on Smith Hill, but conjectured that 
they are being sold to people from richer 
neighborhoods.
“You can’t separate out one portion 
[as] the problem and another portion [as] 
the non-problem,” Morton said.
Nevertheless, the facts remain that PC 
students are victim to many crimes when 
they venture off campus. The panelists 
highlighted a couple reasons for why this 
might be the case. One issue is students’ 
naivety.
“Many of the students aren’t from 
urban areas ... you can be taken advan­
tage of,” said Leyden, who added that 
he hears about many of the off-campus 
incidents. He cited a recent case where 
one of three students walking on Admi­
ral Street at around 10:30 p.m. had her 
purse stolen by a group of boys who were 
about 14 years old. Leyden guessed that 
it was an initiation task of some sort.
“This happens probably on a weekly 
basis,” he said.
Jones gave her advice as a seasoned 
resident of the area. She said certain 
streets should be avoided; to hang around 
is to be “looking for trouble.”
Regarding walking in the area at 
night, she said, “I carry my basebail bat.” 
Jones added, however, that neighbor­
hood kids are not necessarily targeting 
PC students.
“No one’s going to know you’re from 
Providence College unless you have it 
pasted on your back,” she said to the stu­
dents at the discussion. She added that 
some of the crime that occurs off cam­
pus is “a turf thing.”
Morton said that one explanation is 
that neighborhood kids lack things to do 
after school.
There aren’t adequate opportunities 
for them to do things after school,” 
Morton said. “What they really would 
prefer is part-time work opportunities.” 
He gave an example of a young man who, 
as the oldest son of a family, was given 
the responsibility of earning income af­
ter his mother kicked his abusive father 
out of the house. The son at first did 
some small-time drug dealing to earn 
money, but he was then given the oppor­
tunity to join a work program instead.
Using this story as an example of the 
story behind the face of the crime, 
Morton warned against stereotyping.
“It’s very easy to see people in a very 
singular way,” he said, when in fact there 
might be an explanation behind a 
person’s behavior.
The final question addressed was 
what PC students can do to build a bet­
ter relationship with the people off cam­
pus. Morton brought up the constant ten­
sion between keeping the campus secure 
but not appearing too closed off. The 
receptivity of the College to the neigh­
borhood can be seen symbolically, he 
said.
“I’ve watched the fencing around the 
campus change significantly,” Morton 
said, adding that part of the reason PC is 
“sold” to prospective students is because 
it is safe.
Dan Cullinane ’07, president of the 
Class of 2007, called into question the 
tone set on campus by the security 
postings on campus, which detail inci­
dents that occur off campus. He said he 
thought these postings presented a one­
sided view of the surrounding commu­
nity.
Twitchell agreed, saying that the 
postings promote division.
“It’s very difficult to overcome,” he 
said.
Leyden said that by the Cleary Act, 
the College is required to post crime sta­
tistics bi-weekly on campus and in the 
surrounding community
Steps that the administration could 
take also arose. Cullinane said that the 
College should start by recruiting prom­
ising high school students from all the 
nearby high schools, which he said the 
College has not done whole-heartedly.
“1 just don’t understand why that first 
step hasn’t been taken,” he said.
Morton suggested that the College 
take one percent of its endowment to put 
toward community housing, using alumni 
donations to help the fund grow. How­
ever, he said that nothing will change if 
students and college officials are indif­
ferent. He said there is “a structural apa­
thy that needs to be overcome.”
The panel discussion was left open- 
ended, but with a few ways that students 
can improve relations with the off-cam­
pus community. One obvious suggestion 
from the panelists was to be more re­
spectful of the neighbors when traveling 
back to campus late at night.
Morton urged students not to be dis­
couraged if their efforts to reach out or 
ameliorate the situation did not yield 
concrete or immediate results.
“Don’t underestimate the value ofjust 
having really rich conversation with 
things that concern you,” he said.
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Vatican reaffirms policy on gay priests
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by Sarah Vaz’07 
Asst. World Editor
Perhaps the most remarkable news to 
come out of the Vatican this week is that 
there is in fact, so little news. While the 
much anticipated document on homo­
sexuality in the priesthood 
NEWS was released this week, 
ANALYSIS one of its most notable as­
pects is its adherence to 
existing doctrine.
Stressing continuity and consistency, 
the sensationalized document takes its 
cue from the Second Vatican Council in 
upholding its recommendation that men 
who are “actively homosexual, have 
deep-seated homosexual tendencies or 
support the so-called gay culture’’ can­
not be ordained as priests.
As expected, the publication has lead 
to a cacophony of opinions and interpre­
tations from both sides of the aisle.
The main intent of the document is to 
clarify the Church’s position on how to 
approach the issue of homosexual semi­
narians. The instruction focuses prima­
rily on the necessity of affective matu­
rity, in part the ability of a priest to re­
late correctly to the men and women he 
will be a spiritual Father to.
Important to the assessment of this 
maturity is the difference between homo­
sexual acts and tendencies. The Cat­
echism of the Catholic Church teaches 
that the sacred scripture presents acts as 
unacceptable and grave sins contrary to 
natural law. In contrast, tendencies are 
viewed as present in a number of men 
and women, and while “objectively dis­
ordered,” they may constitute a sort of 
trial for that individual.
While the document encourages re­
spect and sensitivity and decries unjust 
discrimination toward those with homo­
sexual tendencies, it finds them incapable 
of meeting affective maturity.
Rev. Tony Anatrella, a French priest 
and psychoanalyst, criticized a lenient 
readings that argue that anyone capable 
of celibacy should be accepted, says even 
the most dedicated gay seminarians will 
create problems, “particularly in the ar­
eas of sexual and conjugal morality.”
The instruction also explains that 
some homosexual tendencies can be 
characterized as the expression of a tran­
sitory problem. These should not prevent 
an individual from pursuing his voca­
tion—so long as he has conquered the 
tendencies no less than three years be­
fore receiving holy orders.
Cardinal Zenon Grocholewski, prefect 
of the Congregation for Catholic Educa­
tion explained to Vatican radio that tran-
An aerial view of St. Peter’s Square in Vatican City.
sitory problems are connected to shifting 
circumstances, rather than a stable same- 
sex orientation. “There could be some 
curiosity in adolescence that’s not re­
solved, or there could be accidental cir­
cumstances, such as a drunken state” he 
said.
Furthermore, the Church is not obli­
gated to extend membership in the priest­
hood. “The desire alone to become a 
priest is not sufficient and there does not 
exist a right to receive sacred ordination. 
It belongs to the Church.” 
“We should be more attentive to 
whom our seminarians may be 
inclined to hate than whom they 
love. Racialism, misogyny and 
homophobia would all be signs 
that someone could not be a good 
model of Christ."
Rev. Timothy Radcliffe O.P. 
Former Master of the Dominicans
As it stands, the onus will lie mainly 
upon individual bishops who preside over 
the call to orders. While the Church de­
lineates its expectation that these bishops 
come to a “morally certain judgment” on 
the qualities of a candidate, this is not 
necessarily an explicit instruction to 
evaluate homosexuals on a case by case 
basis. Rather, it encourages them to ful­
fil] their duty of dissuading the individual 
from proceeding further.
While many fear that those who be­
lieve they are called to a vocation will be 
encouraged to conceal their sexual ori­
entation from their peers because of this 
so-called ban, the document stresses that 
it would be “gravely dishonest” for a can­
didate to do so.
Bishop William Skylstad, president 
of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bish­
ops, who hopes for a more permissive 
interpretation of the policy, suggests that 
existing priests may embody the answer 
to the dilemma, saying “the answer lies 
in the lives of those men who, with 
God’s grace, have truly been dedicated 
priests, seeking each day not to be 
served but to serve their people, faith­
fully representing in word and example 
the teaching of the church in its full­
ness.”
One thing that this reaffirmation of 
policy could spur on is further study hu­
man sexuality. Rev. David Nuss, voca­
tions director of the Toledo, Ohio dio­
cese told National Public Radio that this 
document mainly suggests that “sexual 
activity is something that needs to be 
studied and that needs to be revealed and 
that needs to be discussed.”
Rev. Timothy Radcliffe O.P., a 
former Master of the Dominicans, thinks 
there are underlying issues that need to 
be resolved as the Church continues to 
try to manage homosexuality. “Our so­
ciety is obsessed by sex,” he argued in 
an article for British publication The 
Tablet. Radcliffe urges that the Church 
assess sexual maturity rather than ori­
entation, noting that neither homosexual 
and heterosexual behaviors should be 
central to or define the life of one who 
is called to a vocation.
“The Church should offer a model 
of a sane but not compulsive acceptance 
of sexuality ... We should be more at­
tentive to whom our seminarians may 
be inclined to hate than whom they love. 
Racialism, misogyny and homophobia 
would all be signs that someone could 
not be a good model of Christ,” he said.
Sources: The Tablet, BBC, The Vatican, 
NCR
Airport security backs off on scissor restrictions
NEWS 
ANALYSIS
by Matthew Sullivan ’06 
World Staff
Those who will be flying home for 
Christmas will not have to worry about 
bringing small sharp objects like scissors 
on board planes with them. This news 
comes after the Transpor­
tation Security Agency 
(TSA) announced on Fri­
day, Dec. 2 that it would
relax rules concerning what can be 
brought aboard airplanes.
The decision was announced by TSA 
Director Kip Hawley in a speech at the 
National Press Club in Washington, D.C. 
The new policies will go into effect on 
Dec. 22 just as the Christmas travel rush 
begins.
Box cutters and other large objects 
will continue to be banned but scissors 
less than four inches and tools less than 
seven inches will be permitted. Accord­
ing to the TSA, this action will allow air­
port security personnel to better focus
their screening on objects that are a graver 
threat, such as improvised explosive de­
vices. Hawley argued that the new guide- 
lines would improve passenger security. 
“I am convinced that the time now spent 
searching bags for small scissors and tools 
can be better utilized to focus on the far 
more dangerous threat of explosives,” 
said Hawley.
The frequency of random searches, 
however, will increase as part ofthe plan. 
These searches will not take into account 
race, religion, or nationality, but will con­
sider a passenger’s behavior while they 
are preparing to board planes. This as­
pect of the plan is supposed to make the 
searches more unpredictable. “Our goal 
is to establish flexible protocols based on 
risk, so that terrorists cannot use the pre­
dictability of our security measures to 
their advantage when planning an attack,” 
said Hawley.
Some flight attendants and pilots were 
critical of the new policy. On September 
11, 2001, hijackers used box cutters and
knives to kill pilots, flight attendants, 
and passengers to take control of the 
airplanes. “When weapons are allowed 
back on board an aircraft, the pilots will 
be able to land the plane safely but the 
aisles will be running with blood,” said 
Corey Caldwell, a spokeswoman for the 
Association of Flight Attendants. How­
ever, the largest pilots union, the Air­
line Pilot’s Association, approves of the 
move.
The plan faced criticism from some 
members of Congress as well. Sen. Kay 
Bailey Hutchinson (R-Tex.) thought the 
new rules “could undermine the 
progress we have made in securing our 
skies since the 9/11 attacks.” In the 
House, Congressman Ed Markey (D- 
Mass) pledged to fight the new policy 
with legislation to reverse it. “Sharp 
scissors can be taken apart and used as 
a weapon at the throat of flight atten­
dants and passengers,” he said.
Sources: BBC, Reuters, CNN, MSNBC
Do you think that airport 
security measures—like 
banning scissors—have 
made flying safer?
“I agree with these rules and think 
they do increase safety.”
Dan Herr ’07
“I think the laws increase flying 
safety. I think its worth the extra 
time you have to spend in order to 
be safer on a plane.”
Katie Schmidt ’09
“I think they should relax the laws. 
I’ve heard stories about people 
who have missed their flight due to 
a small pair of sewing scissors.”
Paul Anskat ’07
“I think prohibiting sharp objects 
on planes is necessary to protect 
everyone’s safety on board. Why 
is someone going to need to cut 
their toe nails or shave on board 
an airplane?”
Nicole St. Germain ’07
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07 
and Allison Herrmann ’07
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Local:
Council battling nightclubs
The Providence City Council voted 
to delay the enforcement of new Class 
N club licenses that place restrictions on 
city establishments that serve alcohol. 
This license pertains to establishments 
with a capacity of200 to 10,000 people 
and all clubs that have an entertainment 
license.
These restrictions require that brace­
lets or hand markings be used to iden­
tify those under 21 years of age, and lim­
its the sale of alcoholic beverages to one 
drink per guest at a time. The require­
ment that those who leave the club must 
pay the cover charge again upon re-en­
try was found unconstitutional and will 
not be included.
The licenses will also aim to enforce 
2:00 a.m. closing times by prohibiting 
entry after 1:00 a.m. The original ordi­
nance had been put into effect earlier this 
year to curb the underage drinking, 
rowdiness, and violence that some now 
associate with Providence nightclubs.
The new amendmentswill postpone 
the implementation of Class N until 
January 31, 2006, so that club owners 
can work with the counil. In the mean­
time, the Rhode Island General Assem­
bly will be redefining its licensure re­
quirements.
National:
A newsworthy economy?
Seeking some positive exposure amid 
growing public disapproval of the war in 
Iraq, the White House is making an extra 
effort to emphasize positive develop­
ments in the economy. On Friday, Dec. 
2, President George W. Bush held an un­
scheduled press conference, and on Mon­
day, Dec. 5, he traveled to a Deere- 
Hitachi construction machinery plant in, 
to talk about how “this economy of ours 
in on the move.’’
He drew from releases earlier that 
week, which place annua) GDP growth 
for the third quarter at a strong 4.3 per­
cent. He also commented on the grow­
ingjob market in the wake of Hurricane 
Katrina supported by Department of La­
bor estimates that outside the farming 
sector, the economy added 215,000 jobs 
in November—up from 44,000 in Octo­
ber.
Although consumers are still being 
pressed with rising interest rates, sluggish 
growth in inflation-adjusted wages, and 
rising mortgage rates, the government is 
stressing that “we have every reason to 
be optimistic about our economic fu­
ture.”
International:
Roadblocks to peace
A third attack on the outer region of 
the Sharon Mall occured this week in 
Netanya, Israel. The Palestinian suicide 
bomber killed himself and five others 
including the guard who tried to stop him 
as well as wounding dozens. Prime Min­
ister Ariel Sharon called an emergency 
security meeting to retaliate.
Defense Minister Shaul Mofaz told 
Israeli army radio “we will do everything 
we can so that attacks like these will not 
occur in the future.” This statement is in 
part directed at Palestine’s Mahmoud 
Abbas, who many Isrealis believe has 
been slow to act in combating terrorism.
This being the fourth attack of the 
year—the last of which was Oct. 26 in 
Hadera—Israel claims it will no longer 
value Palestinian claims that peace is a 
primary concern.
Sources: Providence Journal, New York 
Times, Wall Street Journal
Record-breaking stuffers
The Christmas season is now in full 
swing. From decorations in Raymond 
Cafeteria to paper snowflakes in dorm 
rooms or lit trees around campus, Provi­
dence Collge is feeling the Christmas 
pirit. In Arkansas however, some coeds 
have taken a different approach to 
spreading the season’s cheer.
At the University of Central Arkan­
sas, students have created the largest 
Christmas stocking, verified by the 
Guinness Book of World Records. The 
massive stocking measures over 53 feet 
long and 26 feet wide and was made us­
ing 180 yards of fleece, 27 spools of 
thread, 350 yards of ribbon, 30 yards of 
cotton, 25 yards of felt, 103 sticks of hot 
glue, a half-gallon of fabric paint, and 
more than 500 hours of labor.
After finishing the stocking, students 
filled it with hundreds of dolls, teddy 
bears, stuffed animals, toy cars, board 
games, and thousands of other toys— 
even bicycles. The toys will be distrib­
uted to charities across the state.
—Kim Krupa ’07
Sources: Reuters, Associated Press
No hoodies for some UK students
by Laura Bedrossian ’07 
World Staff
With the approach of the holiday sea­
son, many begin compiling what is com­
monly known as the “Christmas Wish 
List.” Frequently requested gifts include 
fun electronics, puppies, year-long sub­
scriptions to The History Channel 
Magazine, and all of the other necessary 
equipment to lock in one’s chance at 
world domination.
But what about that nice, warm, 
comfy, and (relatively) affordable Provi­
dence College hoodie you have been 
eyeing? Well, if you are a student at 
England’s Imperial College, you can 
scratch that wish off your list.
In what may seem like an unbeliev­
able move to PC students, officials at 
the city of London’s Imperial College 
have banned the donning of what may 
be the most common article of collegiate 
casual wear. Such drastic measures have 
been taken as part of an effort to tighten 
security. The ban on hoodies in school 
buildings is just the first step.
The college states that its new dress 
code follows the “security concerns 
raised by the terrorist incidents which had 
occurred over the summer,” specifically 
the London bombings.
Officials at the college say they want 
their staff, students and visitors to avoid 
dressing “in a manner which makes indi­
viduals unrecognizable.” Being able to 
easily identify a person will enable cam­
pus security to act more effectively.
Because hoodies have the potential to 
cover the face, they can no longer be per­
mitted, because it does not allow for the 
person in question to be checked against 
ID cards.
The college spokesperson said that 
previously, if a problem arose, security 
would have to ask a student wearing a 
face covering to uncover themselves—a 
security risk in itself.
The rules extend to the religious level 
as well. Imperial College’s new dress 
code also specifies that students must re­
frain from wearing a “full or half veil.” 
However, the college says that it has no 
plans to restrict students from wearing 
clothes which make up part of their reli­
gious identity.
As to the idea of Muslim headgear, 
there will be efforts to reach a compro­
mise with Muslim students and visitors. 
Where religious headgear is in dispute, 
the dress code says: “The student’s su­
pervisor will, with the aim of finding a 
satisfactory compromise, sympatheti­
cally consider the issue.”
Sarah Khatib, the deputy president of 
the student union at Imperial College 
said, “Students should not to have to seek 
permission to wear any religious item. 
We all understand that the college wants 
to identify people, so we’re trying to find 
a middle way. People have happily ac­
cepted the fact that there is increased 
security and they have to wear their swipe 
cards. But they aren’t happy about 
hoodies being banned. It’s a sign of 
youth, since you wear it as a student, but 
not once you work in the city.”
The precedent for this type of secu­
rity occurred earlier this year when a ban 
on hoodies was also enstated at a mall in 
Kent, one of the largest shopping cen­
ters in England. The ban was part of the 
initial crackdown on “anti-social” behav­
ior—and targeted the type of headwear 
that made it difficult for offenders to be 
identified.
We are privileged enough to live in a 
country where we are free to proudly 
wear our hoodies—with the hood up. 
But, could similar security measures be 
taken here at PC in the future? Only time 
will tell.
Source: BBC, The Guardian, Daily 
Times (Pakistan)
Weekly__
Spotlight Twas a while before Christmas
by Kathryn Treadway ’06
World Editor
‘Tis the season to be jolly, and no 
single man, myth, or legend personifies 
jolliness better than Santa Claus. For 
those unacquainted with Mr. Claus, this 
plump old man with his hearty laughter, 
quivering jelly tummy, snowy white 
beard, and rosy cheeks delights children 
around the world delivering gifts and 
goodies on Christmas Eve.
The legend of Santa began with a 
monk named St. Nicholas who was bom 
around 280 A.D. in the area of modem 
day Turkey. Known for his piety and 
kindness, which still linger in his present 
day legend, St. Nick—as he is some­
times known—traveled the countryside 
helping the poor and sick and giving 
away all of his inherited wealth.
One of the best known stories of his 
Christmastime charity is of his saving 
three poverty-stricken sisters from sla­
very and/or prostitution by providing 
them with a dowry so they could marry. 
As Nick’s popularity soared, he became 
associated as a protector of children and 
sailors.
By the Renaissance, he had become 
the most popular saint in Europe with his 
feast day, Dec. 6, being considered a 
lucky day for large purchases and for mar­
riages; this feast day was later changed 
to Dec. 25, assuring St. Nicholas’ asso­
ciation with Christmas. Even after the 
Protestant Reformation with the de­
creased emphasis on the veneration of 
saints, St. Nicholas still held a positive 
reputation, particularly in Holland.
As the Dutch came to settle in New 
Amsterdam (see New York) and with the 
revived interest in Dutch customs after 
the Revolutionary War, St. Nicholas made 
his first advent into American culture.
Although the man remained the same, 
his name changed since the Dutch Sint 
Nikolaas was shortened to Sinter Klaas. 
It was this shortened form of his Dutch 
name that was eventually americanized 
into Santa Claus. Other variations in no­
menclature come from derivatives and 
translations of Nicholas, including Kris 
Kringle meaning “Nicholas in Furs.”
In 1804 John Pintard, a member of the 
New York Historical Society, distributed 
woodcuts of Saint Nicholas he had 
comissioned from Alexander Anderson. 
I he background of these woodcuts por­
trayed familiar Santa images—a fireplace 
where stockings filled with toys and fruit 
were hung.
Washington Irving helped spread the
Santa Claus took on his modern 
image with the help of Clement 
Clark Moore and Thomas Nast.
Santa phenomenon when in 1809, he re­
ferred to St. Nicholas as the patron saint 
of New York—but Santa’s fame grew ex­
ponentially when Clement Clarke Moore 
wrote his famous poem, “An Account of 
a Visit from St. Nicholas” best known 
for its famous opening line, “’Twas the 
night before Christmas.”
It was in Moore’s poem that Santa 
Claus took on his modem image as a 
“rightjolly old elf’ and some supernatu­
ral abilities including ascending chim­
neys with a nod of his head. It was here 
that a miniature sleigh tugged by eight 
reindeer made its entry into the legend.
Always eager to please the public, 
Santa purchased eight reindeer and 
named them Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, 
Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donner, and 
Blitzen, just as the poem suggested. 
While the traditional eight still service 
the Christmas Eve travels of Santa.
A ninth reindeer, the most famous of 
all, Rudolph, was added at the sugges­
tion of Robert L. May, a copywriter at 
Montgomery Ward department stores. 
He wrote a Christmas-themed poem to 
bring holiday traffic into the store.
The final additions to Santa’s mod­
ern image came from cartoonist Thomas 
Nast who drew on Moore’s poem to de­
pict Santa as a rotund, cheery man with 
a white beard and sack of toys for good 
children. Most importantly, Santa got his 
posh red suit trimmed in white fur on 
fashion advice from Nast.
While developing his American iden­
tity, Santa Claus has taken on celebrity 
status, becoming an icon for Christmas 
cheer around the world
Sources: The History Channel, 
unmuseum, org
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Honorable 
discharge?
by Kelly Jones ’07
Asst. Commentary Editor
For the many who attend required eth­
ics classes and fail to apply concepts to 
every day life, it is difficult to compre­
hend being racked by philosophical 
problems to the point of de- 
WAR spair or is Col. Ted 
Westhusing’s case, apparent 
suicide.
Col. Westhusinggraduated from West 
Point and received his doctorate in phi­
losophy. He was devoted to ethics and 
the epistemology of honor. Westhusing 
unnecessarily volunteered for duty in 
Iraq, overseeing the training of Iraqi 
forces and hoping to bring back ex­
amples of honor-in-practice for his West 
Point philosophy students. Unfortu­
nately, Westhusing would not return to 
teaching—he was found dead in his 
trailer next to a pistol and a disparaging 
note.
The military investigation concluded 
that Westhusing committed suicide. In­
deed, e-mails to his family and his mood 
during meetings with contractors had 
darkened during his service in Iraq. This 
demeanor allegedly resulted from an 
anonymous letter detailing corruption in 
contractors who exploited soldiers for 
profit and participated in the killing of 
Iraqis instead of upholding the military’s 
pledged altruism.
Westhusing’s family, however, is sus­
picious of these findings. They claim that 
Westhusing was far too devout a Catho­
lic to commit suicide, and others find it 
strange that Westhusing would resort to 
ending his life less than a month after 
investigations into the corruptions began. 
As an ethicist, it seems that he should 
have been devoted to eradicating the 
corruption, not succumbing to its pres­
ence.
The note found next to Westhusing’s 
body read, “1 came to serve honorably 
and feel dishonored. Death before being 
dishonored any more.” Psychologists say 
he felt far too responsible for the cor­
ruption under his command, unable to 
separate the reality of conflict from his 
ideally ethical world.
It seems an oxymoron that a man 
could be so ethical that he was driven to 
take his own life. However, if it is true 
that Westhusing was an ethical man and 
if it is true that he committed suicide, it 
follows that suicide can be ethical. This 
has strong implications for free will and 
man’s control over his own life and death.
Westhusing’s note struggled with the 
absence of honor in the Iraqi conflict. “I 
cannot support a msn [mission] that leads 
to corruption, human rights abuse, and 
liars. I am sullied,” it reads. It seems that, 
if Westhusing did commit suicide, it was 
the result of a war more appalling and 
corrupt than we have been lead to be­
lieve. It has taken the death of an honor­
able, military ethicist to scratch the sur­
face of the war’s philosophical context.
Westhusing was the highest ranking 
officer to die in Iraq, making it (militar­
ily) the most significant American death 
since the war began. The colonel’s death 
sheds light on less prevalent aspects of 
war—we are made aware not only of the 
conflict itself but of the potentially vio­
lent consequences for our military’s 
sense of morality. The shot that killed 
Westhusing should echo in the minds of 
our administration as a warning for the 
death of the last dregs of morality in our 
occupation of Iraq.
Source: Los Angeles Times, NPR
PC curbs juniors’ internationalism
by Robert Dennis ’08
Guest Commentary
Providence College requires that stu­
dents pay a fee of $2,000 to study abroad
during the academic year and, as of 
Monday, Nov 28th, a fee of $200 for
summer study abroad. 
Many people are not aware 
that other institutions doCAMPUS
not have fees that are paid 
to the college, for example: Boston Col­
lege, Boston University, New York Uni­
versity, Rhode Island College , Brown 
University, Fairfield University, and 
Fordham University. Providence Col­
lege continues to be close-minded, ig­
noring diversity.
This institution can no longer penal­
ize us for wanting to study abroad and, 
more importantly, experience our world. 
At a time when the world is becoming 
smaller and more accessible every day it 
is imperative that those students who 
wish to explore are supported by the ad­
ministration. PC must surrender its at­
tempts to hinder diversity and embrace 
and cultivate cultural exploration.
Similar to many other students at PC, 
I intend on studying abroad during the 
spring semester of my junior year. How­
ever, I have come across a challenging 
obstacle. The fact that this esteemed col­
lege has the audacity of charging students 
a fee of $2,000 to study abroad during 
the academic year and a fee of $200 to
Rabbi calls Pius XII a ‘Righteous Gentile’
by Michael Rubin ’08
Commentary Staff
Of all the attacks on the Catholic
Church today, perhaps the most perni­
cious is the claim that She is anti-Sem itic.
Even many Catholics believe it to be true,
CHURCH
thanks largely to a recent 
spate of books accusing 
Pius XH, who was pope 
during World War II, of 
having been” silent” about, or even 
complicit in, the Holocaust. Some of 
these books have become bestsellers —
such as John Cornwell's Hitler’s Pope: 
The Secret History of Pius XII, which 
goes so far as to portray Pius XII as a 
Nazi sympathizer.
Now, however, a new book from 
Regnery Publishing, The Myth of Hitler i 
Pope, promises to repair the damage to 
Pius XII’s (and the Church’s) reputation. 
The book has extra weight as a response 
to the Pope’s critics because its author, 
David G. Dalin, is an ordained Orthodox 
rabbi.
Dalin opens with a chapter detailing 
how the papacy has historically been a 
protector of the Jews. Then, with exten­
sive documentation, he demonstrates that 
Pius XII was not anti Semitic, but rather 
a “friend of the Jewish people at a mo­
ment in history when it mattered most.” 
For instance, as Vatican secretary of state, 
he helped draft previous papal condem­
nations of anti-Semitism and Nazism, 
and personally sent 55 protests to the 
Nazi regime—for which he was dubbed 
the “Jew-loving” cardinal by the German 
press.
As Pope, he clearly rejected Nazism 
in his first encyclical Summi Pontificatus, 
and his Christmas address in 1942 ex­
pressed his concern for those who, “only 
by reason of their nationality or race, are 
marked down for death or progressive 
extinction.” To have been more explicit, 
argues Dalin, would have likely pro­
voked reprisals from the Nazis and led 
study abroad during the summer.
I recently conducted a small tele­
phone survey, in which I contacted study 
abroad and international programs from 
several colleges and universities, and 1 
inquired about their fee for study abroad. 
To my surprise, 1 found that the fee was 
non-existent in most cases. University of 
Rhode Island is the only school out of 
many, charging $244 for study abroad, 
significantly less than our fee.
How can Providence College deem 
itself a college that respects and supports 
intellectual curiosity, and then slap stu­
dents in the face by demanding that they 
pay a fee to study abroad? The adminis­
tration should not greedily place a pen­
alty on our intellectual curiosity. In sur­
veys conducted by the Faculty Senate, 
students reported that they found very 
little support from the college.
Upon calling PC’s Study Abroad of­
fice, searching for a reason behind these 
outlandish charges, 1 was told that it was 
an "administrative fee” set forth by “the 
powers that be” for the services that the 
College provides for their students who 
study abroad. What services does the 
College provide? The administration 
graciously lets students use computers to 
research programs—where is the $2,000 
merit? If anything, the administration 
makes studying abroad difficult for stu­
dents; the housing procedures for the 
semester at PC are absurd and scholar­
ships do not transfer, like they do at many 
to many more deaths.
Pius XII took action behind the scenes 
to help the Jews, doing far more than 
“speaking out” ever could. Dalin presents 
the abundant testimony of Catholic res­
cuers of Jews that they were acting on 
orders given by Pius either in writing or 
in person, and even received money from 
him for this purpose.
Pius also used diplomatic pressure to 
halt Jewish deportations in Hungary, Ro­
mania, Slovakia, and Croatia, and “no 
fewer than 3,000 Jews found refuge at 
Castel Gandolfo, the Pope’s summer 
residence.” Clearly, Pius’s intervention 
was crucial in coordinating the Catholic 
rescue movement, which helped save 
more Jews than all other organizations.
As Vatican secretary of state, 
Pius XII helped draft previous 
papal condemnations of 
anti-Semitism and Nazism, and 
personally sent 55 
protests to the Nazi regime.
As for the “evidence” of Pius’s alleged 
anti-Semitism, Rabbi Dalin shows that 
the pope’s critics are guilty of faulty re­
search, such as a (possibly malicious) 
mistranslation by John Cornwell of one 
of Pius’s letters.
Dalin likewise discredits “evidence” 
that Pius quietly approved the Nazi re­
gime. For example, the Vatican’s concor­
dat with the Reich that Pius helped coor­
dinate when he was Vatican secretary of 
state was designed solely to protect the 
Vatican and German Catholics, and did 
not confer moral approval, as he made 
clear at the time in the Vatican newspa­
per L’Observatore Romano.
Considering the overwhelming evi­
dence in favor of Pius, one wonders why 
anyone would dare to suggest that he was 
other comparative and reputable schools. 
It became clear to me that the professors, 
advisors, or even those who work in 
study abroad, could really give me a clear 
explanation of this fee. The fee perplexes 
both students and faculty.
Providence College is making it more 
difficult for people to study abroad be­
cause it is robbing students and their 
families of money (either $2,000 or $200 
or both). Where is the money going? 
How is it that other highly esteemed in­
stitutions can manage to get by without 
charging their students a fee? Quoting a 
study abroad director from New York 
University, Providence College is “pe­
nalizing students for studying abroad, 
and we do not do that here.”
In short, Providence College—in or­
der to tell its prospective students that 
this school is one that fosters intellec­
tual curiosity- must not construct any 
more barriers for its students. An insti­
tution requiring students to study ethics, 
yet penalizing the intellectual curiosity 
of students is not ethical, it is corrupt.
Provided a student has the necessary 
GPA, study abroad is a right, not a privi­
lege, and Providence College does not 
have the right to charge its students a fee 
that serves no purpose. 1 strongly sug­
gest that the administration surrender this 
attempt to selfishly take more money 
from students and foster, rather than 
hinder, the intellectual curiosity of Provi­
dence College’s students.
“Hitler’s Pope.” And indeed, before 
1963—when the charges against Pius 
first appeared in a play called The Deputy 
by Rolf Hochhuth, a Communist and 
former member of the Hitler Youth— 
Pius was universally praised by Jewish 
figures like Albert Einstein and Golda 
Meir. As Dalin (perhaps understandably) 
leaves out, Israel Zolli—the chief rabbi 
of Rome and a close friend of Pius—even 
became a Catholic after the war and took 
the Pope’s baptismal name, Eugenio, at 
his own baptism.
In his last chapter, Rabbi Dalin 
strongly recommends that Pius be hon­
ored for his work as a “righteous Gen­
tile” at Vad Yashem, Israel’s Holocaust 
Memorial and Museum.
So what is behind the attack on Pius? 
Dalin convincingly argues that it is be­
ing prosecuted by Catholics such as 
Cornwell, the ex-priest James Carroll, 
and Garry Wills, who hope to undermine 
the Church’s authority on issues like 
abortion by putting Her on the wrong side 
of last century’s greatest moral-political 
issue. Meanwhile, Dalin observes, the 
pope’s critics have completely ignored 
the open alliance between Hitler and Hajj 
Amin al-Husseini, the grand mufti of 
Jerusalem, which Dalin describes in an 
intriguing chapter entitled “Hitler’s 
Mufti.”
Far from a truth search, the Pius XII 
controversy is yet another part of the as­
sault on the Church and the principles of 
Judeo-Christian civilization, which She 
represents. All people who cherish those 
values, whether they are Catholic or not, 
should come to the Church’s defense.
Thus, it is heartening for me—as a 
Catholic of Hebrew heritage—to see an 
Orthodox Jew publicly affirming the 
close ties that exist between the Church 
and the Jewish people. This calls for 
nominal Catholics to stop exploiting the 
tragedy of the Holocaust against their 
own Church.
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Letters to the Editor:
PO’d at the OC
I am a graduate of the Class of 2004 
and have never been more embarrassed 
and disappointed at Providence College. 
After hearing rumors of the school’s de­
cision to let the FOX television show The 
OC film on campus, I became disillu­
sioned with the hypocrisy of the current 
PC administration. The school has been 
touting an image renovation, complete 
with higher academic standards and new 
educational facilities. However, by allow­
ing this trash television program to de­
mean the reputation of our proud institu­
tion tarnishes any progress that had been 
or ever could be made in the near future.
After seeing Providence College de­
picted in the most negative light on the 
Dec 1, episode of the television show, I 
felt it necessary to speak my mind on the
matter. A character made it obvious that 
Providence College had very low aca­
demic standards and made the school the 
butt of several jokes. As a young alum­
nus 1 am still relying on my work at 
Providence College to propel me for­
ward in my professional life. Now, de­
spite two degrees and being a member 
of the honors program, my diploma car­
ries with it the stigma of coming from a 
frivolous, sell-out school with low stan­
dards.
I am very sad to say that now I will 
never donate my time or money to an 
institution that puts popularity ahead of 
true progress. Thank you for your time.
Michael Hartigan ’04
Standing against ignorance
Terrence Sweeney ’06 takes proactive 
campus members to task for their dis­
agreement with Michael Rubin’s latest 
rhetoric in “My 2 Cents” accusing them 
of using unfair ad hominem debate tac­
tics. Perhaps this is true, but I cannot 
overlook the fact that Rubin first used The 
Cowl to unfairly and inaccurately con­
demn members of large groups of people 
in an unprovoked fashion, simply because 
their viewpoints on women’s rights and 
priestly celibacy do not agree with his. 
From one debater to another, I consider 
this also an unjustified use of ad hom­
inem tactics.
Insofar as Mike Rubin is controver­
sial, well, everyone has a right to an opin­
ion, but insofar as he is inaccurate, in a 
campus publication which reaches hun­
dreds of people each week, he deserves 
to be challenged. The real issue is not his
viewpoint or his personal beliefs, but his 
facts and his inaccuracies. The fact that 
his editorial on rape drew correction 
from a campus administrator, and his 
editorial on homosexuality and the 
priesthood prompted the same from a 
priest, demonstrates to me that the issue 
is not so much with the unpopularity of 
his stance as the fact that sometimes he 
allows his opinions to masquerade as 
proven facts.
If he is going to continue to use The 
Cowl as a bully pulpit for his own inac­
curate views, 1 certainly hope that mem­
bers of the campus community will con­
tinue to stand up and object, despite the 
apparent risk of drawing ire from other 
members of The Cowl staff.
Diana Kane-Calvert ’06
Take a long walk up some short stairs
Kyle Drennen ’07, like his beloved 
Republicans, is totally out of touch with 
good budget management and respon­
sible spending. Like his party, he is out 
of touch with the concerns of normal 
people. And like the GOP, Kyle hops on 
the moral high horse and looks down his 
nose at those around him.
His remarks about the boarding up of 
the Suites lounge were off-base and out 
of line. The first problem concerns the 
cost. The costs of a major campus reno­
vation done through a long-term con­
struction project, which the new suites 
stairs are, far outweigh the costs of any 
repairs that had to be done to the build­
ings. Instead of practical solutions, such 
as slightly increased vigilance on the part 
of RAs and students, the college has 
thrown more money than it had to into
this misguided project. Also of concern 
is the justification of closing the lounge 
for the purpose of holding special 
events, which as one professor pointed 
out, is impossible because bathroom 
access has also been sealed off.
What is of further concern is the tone 
that Drennen takes toward students. To 
call those who vandalize irresponsible 
is appropriate, but to call Suites residents 
lazy for wanting reasonable access to 
their building is insulting. And to my sur­
prise, Drennen does not even live in the 
Suites. Not exactly what I would call an 
authority in this issue. Drennen should 
be a little bit more practical and a lot 
less moralistic.
Kevin Roe ’07
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Tangents and Tirades
Christmas tackiness reaches record highs Since the year 1 stopped believing in 
Santa Claus, Christmas has gotten progressively worse. The most nauseating of all 
is the demise of Christmas decorations. Once, it was sufficient to put a tree in your 
house, stockings on the fireplace, and brighten up the outside with a few strings of 
lights and maybe a wreath. Today it seems, people flock to stores to buy the latest 
and cheesiest decorations—wicker reindeer, creepy 8-foot Santas, giant snow-globes, 
and polar bears. These decorations, combined with excessive amounts of lights, 
tend to make homes look like the North Pole on drugs. We have removed ourselves 
from what Christmas is supposed to be like and embraced the material version. 
When you believe in Santa, you want to make sure that your tree is perfectly deco­
rated and the outside of your house is beautifully lit so that he does not skip over it. 
If 1 were Santa, a bloated, plastic replica of me strapped to the roofwould not move 
me to leave anything more than a few lumps of coal.—Erin Rice ’06
by Adam D. Roach ’06 
Commentary Staff
Now that the battle of inferiority com­
plexes, also know as the Mayor’s Cup 
hockey game between the Brown Bears 
and the PC Friars, is in the books it is 
time for PC to set aside any differences 
found in the hockey rink and come to the 
defense of its East Side ally.
Brown University, in addition to the 
City of Providence and the State of 
Rhode Island, are in need of defense af­
ter Fox News sent producer Jesse Watters 
into Brown’s annual Sex Power God 
party held by the campus Queer Alliance 
in November, and aired footage acquired 
by Watters on Fox News’“The O’Reilly 
Factor.” Perhaps this step was taken be­
cause conservatives do not know what a 
party is and needed to find out for them­
selves. It is blatantly clear, however, why 
the conservative news network chose to 
infiltrate this party specifically: picking 
a Queer Alliance party at the most lib­
eral school in the most liberal state in a 
city with a homosexual mayor was not a 
mistake, but a measured tactic to make 
an example out of homosexuals in an 
institution which it is clear Bill O’Reilly 
despises.
PC will not 
stand for FOX 
hunting
1 am sure that if a producer with a 
camcorder was sent to O’Reilly’s alma 
mater of Marist College, or to any of 
those other good-old-boy colleges in 
conservative states, similar drunken “de­
bauchery” (in Watters words) would be 
found therein. That would not make for 
the kind of “news” that Fox covers, how­
ever. O’Reilly, showing his lack of jour­
nalistic prowess in the reporting of the 
story, did not even get the facts straight, 
inferring that Brown students paid for the 
Sex Power God party out of their activ­
ity fee (the party was paid for with money 
raised by the Queer Alliance, and not by 
the general student body). To top it all 
off, O’Reilly had the gall to label Brown 
administrators, including President Ruth 
Simmons, a distinguished and dedicated 
educator and wonderful woman, as in­
competent.
A clear message must be sent to Bill 
O’Reilly and Fox News by the Provi­
dence community. Mind your own busi­
ness and keep your homophobia out of 
our city. Continue covering fake news 
stories and sensationalized garbage, be­
cause at this point the only thing smell­
ing worse in Providence than the skunks 
of PC are the slimy foxes lurkingon the 
East Side.
Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentar­
ies and Letters to the Editor from all 
mem bers of the Providence College com­
munity, as well as outside contributors.
All submissions must include the 
writer’s name, signature, and a phone 
number where they can be reached. Ar­
ticles will be printed as space permits. 
Letters should be no more than 250 words 
in length. Guest commentaries should be 
limited to 700 words in length and only 
one will be published per week. The Cowl 
editorial board and its administrative su­
pervisors reserve the right to edit articles 
and letters for space and clarity.
However, if there is a portion you spe­
cifically wish to remain unchanged,please 
inform the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the 
Editor are the opinions of the writer only
and do not reflect the viewpoint of The 
Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered, 
mailed or faxed to The Cowl office no later 
than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi­
cation. Mail submissions to Box 2981 
Providence, RI 02918, fax to 401-865- 
1202, submitonlineatwww.thecowl.com, 
e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or 
hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin 
G05. Call 401-865-2214 with any ques­
tions.
Weekly Subscription Rate is $30.00 per 
year by mail. Student subscription is 
INCLUDED IN TUITION FEE. CORRESPONDENCE 
CAN BE MAILED DIRECTLY TO : 77/£ COWL, 
Providence College, Providence, Rhode 
Island 02918.
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Everyone deserves the smell of bacon
by Chris Ackley ’06 
Commentary Editor
Coming of age in the suburbs, antago­
nizing police officers was legitimate en­
tertainment for a Friday evening. In 
many respects, nights spent dashing into 
the woods and burying myself in leaves 
while town police listlessly shone their 
flashlights into the abyss seem more ad­
mirable than say ... the countless hours 
I spent at the mall sampling orange 
chicken front Cajun Cafe while not meet­
ing girls.
However, now that I live in Provi­
dence, and in a college neighborhood, 
the police have a much more palpable 
presence. There are two substations in 
close proximity of the campus, officers 
walking on the beat, and police cars are 
just as much a part of Pembroke Avenue 
on Saturday night, as broken glass and 
red solo cups on Sunday morning. But 
do we take our police protection for 
granted? 1 have been in two altercations
Free speech—a Stem reminder
Controversial radio 
disc-jockey Howard 
Stern will soon make 
his way to the 
unrestricted airwaves 
of satellite radio
by Kate Farrell ’07 
Commentary Staff
His humor is vulgar, base, and dirty. 
Some deem him racist, sexist, and chau­
vinistic. He epitomizes the demise of 
family values, objectification of women, 
and endorsement of such 
amoral institutions as por­
nography, prostitution, and 
abortion. Thousands have
SOCIETY
protested to silence his voice, yet he is 
loved by millions more. He is Howard 
Stem.
Throughout the past 20 years he has 
done more to protect the First Amend­
ment than anyone in the public domain: 
hosting rallies, formulating petitions, and 
calling Federal Communication Officials 
(FCC) officials on their hypocrisy. Dec 
16 will mark his last show on American 
radio, as he moves to Sirius Satellite 
Broadcasting, and away from the rigid 
FCC censorship that he has been under.
Some have said he has lost the battle- 
that censorship has forced him off the 
radio and the FCC has won. Always cre­
ative, Stem has rejected the FCC com­
pletely, finding a new medium from 
which to broadcast. He has the opportu­
nity to transform satellite radio into a 
serious contender in the broadcasting 
world, symbolizing American dissatis­
faction with censored radio. Far from 
giving up, Stem has the power to create 
a new forum free of FCC interference. 
Depending on the success of his pro­
gram, Stern could win his battle against 
tyrannical government practices. 
Howard Stem could be the modem day 
Sam Adams or Thomas Jefferson.
Since he first hit the air waves at a 
small radio station in Washington D.C. 
the FCC has targeted Stern as a “profane” 
media personality. Yes, Stem pushes the 
envelope with his vulgar skits and his 
exploitive interviews with pom stars, 
movie stars, and even politicians. But 
theoretically, that is his right. People vol­
untarily go on the show and he gets more 
answers to controversial questions than 
Barbara Walters because Barbara 
Walters would never ask those questions
recently which warranted police assis­
tance—and the difference in which each 
was handled made me think twice about 
police presence in Providence.
The first occurred several weeks ago, 
right outside my house off campus. 
Some of my neighbors—a house full of 
males from PC—were robbed. 
Strangely, this is not what ultimately in­
volved the police. According to one 
Providence police officer, a member of 
the house saw someone run out of their 
house across the street in the direction 
of the triple-decker 1 live in, and then dis­
appear. Now, this is when the police 
should have been notified. However, this 
young man chose to wait for half an hour 
until the rest of his housemates returned 
home to tell them the bad news. Instead 
of an orderly pol ice investigation, or even 
a polite door knocking and questioning 
from our neighbors, we were subjected 
to a mob-style attack on our own home.
This pack of seven or so belligerent 
males stormed up the back stairwell of 
our apartment, and began ferociously 
banging on our downstairs neighbor’s 
door. When one of my roommates went 
to investigate the noise, he found them 
trying to break in to the apartment with a 
a fake I.D. (Perhaps he had confused the 
second floor of our apartment for Brad’s)
in the first place.
People obviously want to hear what 
Stern has to say. Millions tune in each 
day to make their commutes go faster, 
their household chores lighter, and their 
lives a little less serious and a little more 
funny. To many, sex is funny, and the 
harm of curse words are socially con­
structed. The FCC cannot laugh at such 
things because they make too much 
money off of disproving of it. Stern 
makes fun of everyday realities that our 
polite society chooses to ignore and in 
the process he has become a working 
class hero.
The nature of the word “profane” is 
subjective. Oprah can talk about sodomy- 
Stem cannot. Bill Bennett can say that 
aborting every black baby in this coun­
try would reduce the crime rate without 
so much as a slap on the wrist by the 
FCC, despite members of Congress, 
Jesse L. Jackson and Sheila Jackson 
Lee’s, invocation that he be fined. Mak­
ing light of sex is wrong, saying a curse 
word corrupts the growth of our children, 
yet demeaning and condemning an en­
tire race of people is forgivable?
The FCC uses its power to skew the 
first amendment in highly prejudicial 
ways. Although Stem has rallied against 
the bureaucracy, he continually loses and 
is levied with progressively higher fines. 
Censorship can be used to block the 
spread of intellectually stimulating be­
havior that can enlighten the general 
populace to new and innovative ideas. 
Making fun of little people, exploiting 
alcoholics, and getting girls naked does 
not fit the bill. But when a country is 
founded on principles of free speech the 
solution to any kind of controversial 
material should be that a person has the 
freedom to not read it, walk away, or turn 
it off.
The FCC’s random fining marks an 
inborn contradiction between the Con­
stitution and modem government prac­
tices. The government makes money off 
of restricting speech when speech is sup­
posedly unrestricted in the first place, il­
lustrating disrespect for the Bill of Rights 
and appreciation for the almighty buck.
Some critics say Stem does not have 
the appeal to single-handedly make 
Sirius mainstream, but fans disagree. No 
matter whatyou think about him person­
ally, his success will mark a revolution­
ary empowerment of the media against 
regulations that contradict the First 
Amendment. So hats off to you, Howard 
Stem. You are base, vulgar, and repul­
sive—but you will not be bossed around 
and most Americans love you for it.
Obviously, my roommate said something 
like “What the hell are you guys doing?’’ 
This was enough evidence for them to 
now believe that he was the criminal, or 
at least harboring him in our apartment. 
Luckily a combination of our housemates 
were able to force the angry crew out of 
our house.
The situation got really hairy when 
the mob went next door and did the same 
thing. Rightfully so, our other neighbors 
were offended at this egregious violation 
of privacy and as remarks were ex­
changed suddenly we had a good ol ’ fash­
ioned street fight on our hands. Luckily, 
before anybody came to blows we were 
able to call the police, tell them we 
needed police cars on Pembroke, and lit­
erally within a minute the police arrived 
and the situation had been diffused. It 
was very simple. Sadly, Outkast would 
not be proud, for we do not lend sugar to 
these guys, and now we generally try to 
avoid eye-contact, fearing they will ac­
cuse us of grand larceny.
The second incident occurred this 
past weekend in South Providence. 
While parking at a liquor store (note— 
alcohol had not been purchased yet) my 
roommate and I got into a small fender 
bender. Although there was only mini­
mal damage, we still thought it was best
Use your words wisely
by Jeremy Alphonse’06
Commentary Staff
It is not often that 1 pay much atten­
tion to any of the documents published 
by Providence College. However, in 
some twist of ironic fate (ironic because
CAMPUS
I already live a completely 
drug free-life) a copy of 
“Providence College 
Drug-Free Campus” came 
across my coffee table. Out of intellec­
tual interest, 1 decided to read through 
the pamphlet.
Under the section entitled “Mari­
juana” 1 was surprised by one of the listed 
effects—“negatively affects male and fe­
male sexuality.” At first consideration I 
thought that this statement might mean 
it reduces one’s sexual drive. However, 
through a careful consideration of the 
definitions of sexuality coupled with the 
definition of sexual orientation, it be­
comes clear that the term sexuality is 
misused—or at the very least, carelessly 
used—reinforcing Providence College’s 
intolerance ofalte native lifestyles.
First, let us con :ider the three defini­
tions of sexuality as listed in The Ameri­
can Heritage College Dictionary. The 
first definition is, “The conduct of being 
characterized and distinguished by sex.” 
If we consider this to be the definition 
meant by Providence College, then mari­
juana negatively affects one’s ability to 
be distinguished as one sex or another. 
That is to say, the pamphlet is claiming 
that the use of marijuana by a female 
might make her indistinguishable as 
such, or may physically change her 
anatomy. I am no biology major, but I 
do not think this is possible, and ulti­
mately, I do not think this is what the 
College means.
The final two definitions of sexuality 
are similar and interrelated. The second 
is, “Sexual character” and the third is the 
“Concern with or interest in sexual ac­
tivity.” Both of these definitions im­
ply negative changes as a sexual being 
due to marijuana use. One can look at 
this in several ways. This harkens back 
to the Reefer Madness propaganda films 
of the .1930s where a simple puff of mari­
juana would transform an upstanding, 
All-American boy into a sex-hungiy ani­
mal.
These claims are completely un­
founded. In fact, it has been proven that 
marijuana use decreases aggression 
(www.changetheclimate.org). Perhaps 
they simply mean that smoking dope will 
to file an accident report. After calling 
the cops, the driver of the other car—a 
male roughly our own age—said “You 
should have told them somebody was 
hull.’’ At first I was confused, thinking 
he was trying to pull some sort of insur­
ance scam ... which interested me. But 
then he clarified his statement, “The cops 
only come if there is a shootout’’. After 
ten minutes of waiting, no cop cars had 
arrived, and we left.
The coupling of these two statements 
gave the appearance that police presence 
in So-Pro is largely reactionary and of­
ten completely absent. Jonathan Kozol’s 
book Amazing Grace depicts Mott Ha­
ven—one of the poorest neighborhoods 
in the country, and the story is largely 
the same. Police will not respond to 
emergency calls coming from the worst 
neighborhhods simply because they fear 
for their own lives. What happens when 
the people who are supposed to protect 
and serve our citizens can not be counted 
on?
I think about how far the situation 
could have escalated in our neighbor­
hood if the police were not on the scene 
immediately. How many conflicts in 
South Providence and other lower in­
come neighborhoods are left alone to 
play out to their less than desirable ends?
decrease one’s sexual drive. If this is the 
case, why don’t they refer to sexual drive 
as libido, simply to be more clear?
What particularly irks me about the 
ambiguous language of this pamphlet is 
how it dangerously connotes a change in 
sexual orientation. The definition of 
sexual orientation is “the direction of 
one's sexual interest toward members of 
the same opposite or both sexes.” We see 
that definitions for sexuality and sexual 
orientation share the term “interest” be­
cause the meaning of these words are 
connected via the type of interest in­
volved.
When PC writes that marijuana 
“negatively affects your sexuality,” it 
conscientiously creates an ambiguous 
spectrum of sexuality where smoking 
marijuana moves a person toward the 
negative end of this sexuality spectrum. 
One can only assume that by “negative” 
movement along this spectrum PC means 
movement towards the homosexual. I 
understand that as an organization the 
Catholic Church condemns homosexual 
acts as a sin.
Even if one considers this logic tenu­
ous, one must agree that a publication 
with the College’s name on it should not 
contain misinformation and certainly not 
in an area where our school should be 
extremely sensitive, as our reputation for 
accepting alternative lifestyles is less 
than commendable. Princeton Review 
rankings are obviously debatable, but I 
would challenge anyone to defend the 
climate of homophobia here at PC. Us­
ing false propaganda to imply the con­
sequences of drug use might force stu­
dents into sin is inexcusable.
Moreover, the fact that under the 
guise of an accurate formal publication 
Providence College would be so care­
less in the words they chose is disheart­
ening. Language is a powerful tool, and 
its ability to persuade—and also misin­
form—should not be taken lightly.
For a different perspective on the situ­
ation, we could take into account much 
of the Eastern world’s view on marijuana 
and sexuality (believe it or not, it is not 
in your Civ book). Marijuana has been 
used in one form or another across many 
different Eastern cultures as an aphrodi­
siac for thousands of years. Marijuana 
has been used in India for at least 3,000 
years to increase libido and conquer im­
potence. But we have never really been 
interested in what they (that half of the 
world, the half with all the people in it) 
have to say anyway.
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Carol offers no surprises
No sparks for Trinity Rep s annual production of A Christmas Carol this year
by Anna Kukowski ’06
A&E Staff
Jacob Marley was dead, to begin 
with.
And so begins Trinity Repertory 
Theater’s latest rendition of Charles
Dickens’ famed play 
THEATER The Christmas
REVIEW Carol. How many
times have we heard 
these beloved words during Christmas 
seasons? Trinity Rep, known locally for 
respinning and resowing the age-old tale 
each year, opened with its Adrian Hall 
& Richard Cumming adaptation a few 
weeks ago. While we often consider 
Trinity’s interpretations as novel and 
surprising, this year’s version remains 
simple and true to the holiday spirit.
We all know the story of the ever­
scowling, ever-scrimping Scrooge. 
Ebenezer Scrooge (Holly Cast—Will­
iam Damkoehler), is known forever as 
being a miserable, dismal, and lonely 
character in literature. Each year, 
Scrooges learns a few important lessons 
on kindness and humility from fleeting, 
changing Ghosts of Christmas Past 
(Jessica Crandall), Present (Young 
Ghost—Adam Sticca, Older—Richard 
Donelly), and Future. Though in years 
past Trinity Repertory Theater has 
spent time and energy making The 
Christmas Carol markedly innovative 
and different, this year it remains pleas­
antly simple.
It’s also fast. In a mere hour-and-a 
-half, this version of The Christmas 
Carol fits in all the important details. 
It moves at a fast pace that is appealing 
for children and families—and college 
students. With ease in acting, 
Damkoehler moves along the pace of 
this Carol in his relationships with the 
Spirits and other cast members. Noone 
scene drags—each is quickly-paced and 
concise, an appealing feature in a play 
that typically drags in certain sections.
Damkoehler, however, does lag in 
concluding monologues. Though heart­
warming and light, they are not overly- 
emotional or overly-humorous.
Supporting roles in The Christmas 
Carol are also complacently appealing. 
Trinity favorites grace the stage in roles
Rachel Warren (left) and Mark Sutch star in A Christmas Carol.
of School Master (Rachael Warren), 
Fezziwig (Richard Donnelly), and others. 
These actors and actresses switch roles de­
pending on which cast performs during 
each show.
The children’s cast in this Carol is also 
a highlight. Energetic and vibrant, these 
children add another layer ofhumanity to 
this production.
An especially interesting addition to 
the show is that the Ghost of Christmas 
Present begins as a child (Adam Sticca) 
and grows into an adult. Its fun, its dif­
ferent.
The Spirit of the Future, a typically 
dull lull in The Christmas Carol, is a 
highlight in this production. Instead of
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Hotter than chestnuts on an open fire
James McGehee ’08, Owen Larkin’07,
and Katie Levine ’07 explore the 
season s movies
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe 
Disney — Dec. 9
This classic C. S. Lewis book is finally 
being brought to life by director Andrew 
Adamson (Shrek), and fans are sure to 
be enchanted. Four children exiled to 
the English countryside during WWII 
discover an ordinary wardrobe that leads 
them to the magical world of Narnia, 
where they are destined to fulfill a 
prophecy that will rescue Narnia’s sub­
jects from the cruel sovereignty of the 
evil White Witch. The army of mythi­
cal creatures led by the lion Aslan (voice 
of Liam Neeson) looks unbelievably 
realistic, creating stunning visual effects 
that bring your imagination to life. The 
Chronicles of Narnia looks better than 
Turkish Delight.
Prediction: A (KL)
Brokeback Mountain
Focus — Dec. 9
The buzz surrounding this film is tre­
mendous. It has already won the cov­
eted Golden Lion at the Venice Film 
Festival and critics have already named 
it a top contender for best picture at the 
Academy Awards. 1 have reservations, 
though. The film’s subject matter-gay 
cowboys-will draw praise from those 
who feel a film’s quality is determined 
by its “liberal agenda’- rather than its ar­
tistic merit. Regardless, Brokeback 
Mountain, like last year’s Million Dol­
lar Baby, will generate lots of discus­
sion. 1 wouldn’t miss it.
Prediction: A (JM)
Syriana
Warner Bros. —Dec. 9
From the writer/director of Traffic 
(Stephen Gaghan), Syriana is a politi­
cal thriller that focuses on the many fac­
ets of the global oil industry. This film 
contains many interrelated though ap­
propriately separate storylines, that 
weave together to show the industry 
from top to bottom. Driven by a strong 
cast, including George Clooney, Matt 
Damon, and Jeffry Wright, this film 
promises to be intelligent and entertain-
POWER HOUSE
4.7 million volume's strong
Library Catalog
www.providence.edu/Phillips+Memorial+Library/
helin
Prediction: A- (OL)
King Kong
Universal — Dec. 16
After receiving a best director Oscar for 
the final installment of his epic master­
piece, Lord of the Rings, Peter Jackson 
decided to remake the 1933 classic King 
Kong. Everyone knows the story, or at 
least that it in vol ves a giant gori I la stand­
ing atop the Empire State Building. Be 
warned, this movie is almost three hours 
long, but in the hands of a master film­
maker like Jackson, expect your patience 
to be rewarded.
Prediction: B+ (JIM)
Memoirs of a Geisha 
Dreamworks — Dec. 16
Set in pre-WWII Japan, Memoirs of a 
Geisha chronicles the life of Sayuri, a 
beautiful young girl sold into a life of 
slavery in a geisha house. Directed by 
Rob Marshall (Chicago) and based on 
the book by Arthur Golden, this film 
looks like it will be a striking yet tedious 
historical drama. Oh, and if you see it, 
can you let me know what in the world a 
geisha actually is, because 1 still haven’t 
been able to find out.
Prediction: B+ (KL)
The Family Stone
Fox — Dec. 16
Meeting your boyfriend’s family for the 
first time is never easy. In The Family 
Stone, the favorite son brings home his 
uptight, soon-to-be fiance for his family’s 
approval over the holiday season. Al­
though this movie looks to be full of 
cliches, 1 think that its fabulous cast 
(Claire Danes, Diane Keaton, Rachel 
McAdams, Dermot Mulroney, Craig T. 
Nelson, Luke Wilson, and Sarah Jessica 
Parker) and its mature balance between 
comedy and drama will help turn predict­
ability into a comfortable familiarity.
Prediction: A- (KL)
The Ringer
Fox Searchlight — Dec. 21
Johnny Knoxville, of Jackass shame, 
stars as Steve, a man who pretends to be 
mentally handicapped so he can partici­
pate in the Special Olympics and win 
money. Need 1 really say more?
Prediction: F (JM)
Fun with Dick and Jane
Columbia — Dec. 21
After playing by the rules his entire life, 
Dick (Jim Carrey) is left with nothing 
after his boss (Alec Baldwin) steals mil­
lions from their company. Now Dick and 
his wife Jane (Tea Leoni) are faced with 
bankruptcy and need a way to keep up 
their comfortable, upper-middle class 
lifestyle. Taking a hint from Dick’s boss, 
Dick and Jane become amateur thieves 
to continue their lifestyle. Fun with Dick 
and Jane seems like the typical Jim 
Carrey flick: some hilarious parts with 
an overall absurd premise.
Prediction: B- (KL)
Munich
Universal — Dec. 23
“They’re all gone.’- Those words tell the 
fate of the eleven members of the 1972 
Israeli Olympic team taken hostage by 
Black September terrorists. Munich is the 
story of the aftermath, in which the Is­
raeli government hired assassins to hunt 
down those behind the attack. In the spirit 
of Steven Spielberg’s most serious films, 
Schindler s List and Saving Private Ryan 
(both considered among cinema’s great­
est works), Munich should be the year’s 
best and most important film.
Prediction: A (JM)
The Producers
Universal — Dec. 23
The two producers in this movie need 
their newest musical, Springtime for 
Hitler, to flop. If it does, they are rich 
men. If it becomes a hit, they are exposed 
as frauds and will spend time in prison. 
But a musical that glorifies Der Fuhrer 
couldn't be a hit, right? The Broadway 
musical the movie is based on won a 
record 12 Tony Awards. Anyway, any 
movie where Will Ferrell sings Nazi 
songs with pigeons is definitely worth 
seeing.
Prediction: B+(JM)
Cheaper by the Dozen 2
Fox - Dec. 23
Flic Baker Family from Cheaper by the 
Dozen returns this Christmas. In this 
sequel, the Bakers go on vacation and 
find themselves in competition with an­
other large family much like theirs. Star­
ring Steve Martin, Bonnie Hunt, Eugene 
Levy, Hillary Duff, and Carmen Electra, 
this film seems like a cheesy family com­
edy that you might want to take your little 
cousin to this holiday.
Prediction: C (KL)
Rumor Has It
Warner Bros. - Dec. 23
Jennifer Aniston and Kevin Costner star 
in this film, and the acting will surely be 
as good as the idea for the film. Aniston’s 
character learns that her family inspired 
the book/film The Graduate, and the 
films follows from this awful premise. 
Rob Reiner directs this blasphemy to one 
of the greatest films of all time, and loses 
the only shred of his dignity that remains 
after I987’s Throw Mama From The 
Train.
Predicton: F+ (F+ you ask? I happen 
to like Kevin Costner. Deal with it.) (OL)
The New World
New Line — Jan. 13
Remember Pocahontas! Same deal in 
live action and without all the catchy 
tunes. One can expect another medio­
cre performance by Christian Bale, and 
hope that the directors calmed his pen­
chant for over-acting. This film will ei­
ther be violent and mildly entertaining, 
or cheesy and mildly nauseating.
Prediction: C- (OL)
The Matador
Miramax —Jan. 20
Starring Pierce Brosnan and Greg 
Kinnear, this film depicts the unlikely 
relationship between a traveling sales­
man and a friendless hitman. It prom­
ises to be fast-paced, amusing and well 
written. This movie has the chance to 
be a flop, but chances are it will be out­
rageous and entertaining.
Prediction: B+(OL)
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There’s no place like
Ice skating, Christmas lists, and holida
Whats Up Santa, Dear Santa,
With your help I would like ...
Thanks, 
Ryan
Thanks, 
Scott Geer
I had a great year, but there are a few 
more things I would like to see.
The things I would like this year are as 
follows:
1. A new album from A Tribe Called 
Quest
2. Pitching help for the Yankees (or a 
healthy and decent Jaret Wright 
would work)
3. Lil’ Bow Wow, Nelly, Chingy, Black 
Eyed Peas, Ja Rule, Lil’ Jon, and The 
Ying Yang Twins to stop making music.
4. A playoff spot for the Boston Bruins
5. A set of new turntables (good ones this 
time Santa)
6. Ryan Gomes to get a starting role for 
the Celtics, then win the NBA
Rookie of the Year award.
7. Mark Bellhom to return from obscu­
rity and win the 2006 A.L. Batting 
title (you can do it buddy!!!)
8. Conan O’Brien to take over for Jay 
Leno NOW!
9. 50 more Slavin dollars (or 20 buffalo 
chicken wraps).
10. A new car.
1. Some more time to procrastinate with.
2. To be drafted by any Major League 
Baseball team. I’ll even take league 
minimum.
3. A whoopee cushion.
4. Xzibit to show up at my house from a 
helicopter, to pimp my rusty brown ’81 
Ford Thunderbird that’s been rotting 
away in the driveway.
5. A legitimate courtside student section 
for PC basketball games at the Dunk.
6. An unlimited supply of sour patch 
kids and caramellos.
7. A job with good dental insurance.
8. To learn how to pop and lock, in prepa­
ration for one day jumping into the 
middle of a break dance circle.
9. For there to be new episodes of Un­
solved Mysteries. I’m sick of the no 
longer mysterious, probably solved ones 
from 1987.
10. For the Peterson weight-room to get 
some more of the 100-pound plates. The 
bench has been too easy for me lately.
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A&E for the holidays
y cheer just for you from the A&E staff
Dear Santa,
I hope that I am on your list of girls 
who have been nice this year so that 
you can bring me everything I want:
1. For Summer from the OC to suffer 
an unfortunate accident and for me to 
be cast as Seth Cohen’s new love inter­
est.
2. For my roommate Liz to dispose of 
(hopefully by burning) the “I Heart Dr. 
Phil” T-shirt that she owns and actu­
ally wears.
3. To have one of those chocolate foun­
tains in our common room and for it to 
come with a lifetime supply of marsh­
mallows, pretzels, and strawberries for 
me to dip in it.
4. For Residence Life to suddenly de­
cide it is okay for me to keep a kitten 
in our apartment.
5. For a drive-in movie theatre nearby 
that only plays classic movies like Pulp 
Fiction, Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adven­
ture, Clueless, and The Goonies.
6. To raid the entire wardrobe depart­
ment of Sex and the City (including the 
shoes).
7. To win Plinko and my showcase on 
the fabulous 60 minute Price is Right 
(oh and maybe if I’ve been extra good, 
could you throw in a kiss from Bob 
Barker?)
8. For the Rolling Stones to play the 
spring concert at PC this year—and free 
tickets to the show.
9. An all expense paid spring break trip 
to somewhere really sunny with a pool 
that serves drinks with little paper um­
brellas.
10. For my own theme music that fol­
lows me everywhere and changes de­
pending on what I am doing, like Peter 
Griffin wishes for in that episode of 
Family Guy.
Merry Christmas! Love, Katie
Dear Mr. Klaus,
For Christmas, I wouldn’t mind ...
10. A new liver
9. Uh, a new basketball coach
8. To remember New Year’s Eve
7. For my landlord’s workmen to stop 
getting drunk and passing out in my 
backyard. Sorry, Julio, but we don’t 
practice Siesta in Providence.
6. The ability to slam dunk, just once, as 
long as a lot of people see it.
5. A gift certificate to Lily Spa (with full 
back room privileges)
4. To hit Oprah square in the face with a 
tightly packed snowball.
3. For Kirstie Alley to be returned to the 
depths of Hell from which she came.
2. For Jesus to receive everything he de­
sires on his day (I always felt kinda bad 
for people who get joint Christmas/birth- 
day presents)
1. An X-Wing fighter... or to not be the 
kind of person that asks for an X-Wing 
fighter for Christmas.
Thanks, Owen
Hello Father Christmas,
For my last A&E Christmas list ever I 
would like to ask for the following 
things:
1. A nice set of wine goblets. My friends 
have had to, at times, drink vino out of 
pint glasses, and it just isn’t pretty.
2. To be able to do “Taste of the Town” 
as a career once I graduate in May. 1 like 
it and I would to continue to do it. Thank 
you.
3. A new hubcap for my front passenger 
side tire. The damn pot holes in the this 
city keep popping it off!
4. A membership to an international 
cheese club. That would be amazing.
5. Diet Guinness.
6. For Jessica and Nick and Nicole and 
DJ AM to reconcile their differences. 
Gosh, reading my celebrity gossip web 
sites won’t be the same without them.
7. To be able to watch The Phantom of 
the Opera without having dreams after­
ward that the Phantom is coming for me 
at night.
8. A unicorn.
9. To be the Jedi Knight who gets to teach 
the little baby Jedis-in-training their first 
tricks. You get all the powers but don’t 
have to battle bounty hunters. [Insert 
geek comment here].
10. To ride a giraffe. They’re tall. 
Thank you very much!
Love, Steph
What’s good fat man?
Here’s what I’m looking for under the 
tree this year:
1. Some ice skating skills.
2. Heat in my apartment.
3. No more rats in my apartment.
4. To be a professional basketball 
player—sponsored by Heineken (forget 
Gatorade).
5. A passing grade in my Natural Sci­
ence class so 1 can graduate on time.
6. To write hip-hop reviews—and get 
paid for it—after I graduate.
7. The return of Dwight Brewington, 
Gerald Brown, and Rob Sanders (who 
cares how old he is).
8. For Fergie to follow me around con­
stantly as 24-hour eye-candy; maybe 
then the Black Eyed Peas could be good 
again...
9. A beat by Dr. Dre to rap over (hey, if 
50 Cent can make millions . ..)
10. For my senior year to slow down. 
Thanks, Mike
Dear Santa,
1. I would love a bit of sledding/ at­
tempted ice skating (see pictures) over 
Christmas break. Being the New 
Hampshireite I am, I might even give 
downhill skiing a try this winter, a.k.a, 
the emergency room a try... Watch out, 
people.
2 A recording of Bob Fosse’s greatest 
choreography. I’m obsessed. Also, a 
new dance studio complete with new 
pointe shoes.
3. For Jessica and Nick to get back to­
gether. Really ... I promise I don’t care 
all that much about celebrity gossip ... 
but I have to admit that I did think they 
were going to make it. Oh and Santa, I 
didn’t mean, in this very column two 
years ago, for the Nick and Jessica hys­
teria to die down—I actually regret my 
words nowadays.
4. The PBS DVD version of the tap danc­
ing obsessed Crazy for You. Again, 
please note that 1 have asked for this ev­
ery single year in this column, so . . . 
please?
5. The most sophisticated alarm clock 
ever: I have learned in almost four years 
at Providence College that it must pre­
vent unplanned four-hour naps, post­
wake up bad moods, and inevitable over­
sleeping.
6. PC: let’s revive Louie’s. You know 
who you are.
7. Additionally, my own personalized 
seat in McPhail’s, preferably a bit off to 
the right, close to the pool tables for a 
game or two.
8. Les Miserables is coming to Boston’s 
Opera House— pleaasssee may 1 please, 
Santa, have a few tickets.
9. A few slices of Antonio’s pizza + 2 
half gallons of Edy’s ice cream (Choco­
late Chip Cookie Dough, Ice Cream 
Sandwich, and Cookies and Cream) ev­
ery week for the remainder of my senior 
year = wonderfulness.
10. Peace.
XOXO, 
Anna
My list to Santa:
I would like . ..
1. A passing grade on my Civ final
2. Less schedule conflicts
3. The ability to get a good night’s sleep
4. Yummy Christmas goodies
5. Appetite control while eating yummy 
Christmas goodies
6. A hot bath and shower sans flipflips
7. More homemade food than I know 
what to do with
8. Not being sick on Christmas, like I am 
every year
9. coffee cookies (sooo gooood!!!)
10. For all my friends and family to be 
happy
Thanks,
Kate (not pictured)
uear santa,
1. The opportunity to be part of a heist. 
And when the getaway van pulls up, I 
better see a monkey in the driver’s seat.
2. A jacket with the words “The North 
Face” on it. Am I one of the . . .let me 
think.. .five people on this campus that 
doesn’t have one?
3. For a David Ortiz homerun to land 
right on my head and render me uncon­
scious. That is so much better than an 
autograph, even if 1 don’t get the ball in 
the end.
4. The recovery of all my baby teeth so 
they can be made into a necklace. It beats 
shell necklaces.
5. Monopoly: The Providence College 
Edition. All the Chance cards are the 
same: Advance to Go, and fall another 
$30,000 in debt.
6. The patent rights for a beer pong table 
with a cooling infrastructure that pre­
vents the beer from getting warm. 
There’s money in that.
7. To see another ghost.
8. An invitation to the Academy Awards. 
You can even be my date if you like, al­
though I did have someone else in mind.
9. Dave Matthews Band’s Weekend on 
the Rocks live CD and DVD—without 
a signed season’s greetings from Dave 
and friends. Without, you ask? I’m us­
ing reverse psychology on you, Santa.
10. Piano lessons with Chris Martin. 
Thanks,
James
Dear Santa,
1. A new Radiohead album.
2. A 1965 Fender Jazz Bass, Candy 
Apple red with matching headstock, 
white pickguard, and rectangle inlays.
3. To be present for the first time that 
Paul McCartney played “Yesterday” for 
the rest of the band.
4. My pants back that were stolen from 
the laundry room.
5. Absolute Truth.
6. For all the bloodsucking politicians 
to show a shred of dignity in anything 
they do.
7. To not have to take my Natural Sci­
ence II core.
9. Dr. Vance Morgan’s hair, as a wig.
10. An all-Manning Superbowl.
Thanks, Joe
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Picks
Mannheim Steamroller 
J Fresh A ire Christmas 
American Gramaphone
by Christine Bagley '06 
I Managing Editor
Irving Berlin's White Christmas 
Directed by Michael Curtiz
Christmas starts in August in my 
house, and while my mother and I 
boast a Christmas CD collection of 
well over 50 CDS, Mannheim Steam­
roller never gets overplayed year af­
ter year. The CD includes holiday 
favorites such as "Carol of the Bells,” 
"Hark! The Herald Angels Sing," 
"Little Drummer Boy,” and "The 
Holly and the Ivy." This CD, as well 
as other holiday CD's by Mannheim 
Steamroller, are unique arrangements 
by this Midwest American orchestra. 
Their innovative mix of traditional 
holiday favorites performed with an 
electric and digital edge, makes the 
tracks on this CD brilliant.
As a child I was introduced to musi­
cals. so obviously this movie is a clas­
sic in my video collection. No mat­
ter how many times I watch this 
movie. I always find myself mesmer­
ized by the rich and soulful perfor­
mances by favorites Bing Crosby and 
Rosemary Clooney. The plot is set 
after World War II. during an era 
where show business was booming 
across the world. Old army buddies 
Phil Wallace and Bob Davis, team up 
to conquer the show-business world, 
soon meeting another favored enter­
tainment duo, the Haynes sisters. The 
four entertainers find themselves va­
cationing at an inn in rural Vermont 
during the holidays—an inn which 
they learn is owned by Wallace and 
Davis’ former General from the war 
years. Reminiscing over their admi­
ration for the General, the four put 
their heads together and direct a large 
production in his honor, inviting old 
army friends to take part in the holi­
day spirit.
Merry wassailers
The season s music 
picks that will make you 
happier than a big glass 
of eggnog
by Joe McCormack ’07 
A&E Staff
The Minus 5
The Minus 5 
Yep Roc, February 7
This is an album you will not want to 
miss if you like Wilco, the Decemberists, 
R.E.M., or pretty much any Alt-Country 
or songwriting-focused Indie-Rock. 
Singer songwriter Scott McCaughey, for­
merly ofYoung Fresh Fellow, will release 
another album with his collaborative 
project, the Minus 5.
This time around will include guest ap­
pearances from Wilco’s JeffTweedy, John 
Stirratt, and Glenn Kotche; the 
Decemberists’ Colin Meloy and John 
Moen; R.E.M.’s Peter Buck; the Posies’ 
Ken Stringfellow; Sean Nelson of Harvey 
Dange; and many others from the Indie- 
Rock scene. For the last Minus 5 album, 
Down With Wilco (2003, Yep Roc), Scott 
McCaughey was backed entirely by 
Wilco. That album is a great mix of sug­
ary melodies, quirky noises, and tradi­
tional instrumentation.
Check this one out. After all, with Jeff 
Tweedy and Colin Meloy in the mix, how 
can it go wrong?
Prediction: B+
Belle and Sebastian 
The Life Pursuit 
Matador, February 7
Belle and Sebastian is a great band. 
Their previous albums have featured great 
lyrics and hypnotic rhythms. They often 
sing of romanticized childhood: crushes, 
bicycle rides, etc., with the thick mood to 
bring the words into that part of your brain 
that controls wistfulness. Check this one 
Carol: What you’d expect
continued from page 12
an awkward (and admittedly creepy) Spirit 
of the Future, director Amanda Denhert 
guides the mood in a different direction. 
In this version, a fleeting figure pairs with 
Lighting Designer Brian J. Lilienthal to 
create a shadowy representation of the
“Happy, happy Christmas, that can win us back to the 
delusions of our childhood days, recall to the old man the 
pleasures of his youth, and transport the traveler back to his 
own fireside and quiet home!”
-Charles Dickens
Merry Christmas and don t forget to visit us 
over break at 
www.TheCowl.com
MATADOR
This is a story, of a man named...'. Belle and Sebastian (above) are one of 
the bands releasing an album this Christmas season that will 
knock your socks off.
out.
Prediction: A-
Richard Ashcroft
Keys to the World
Parlophone, January 23
Ashcroft’s old band, the Verve, re­
leased one of the best Brit-pop albums 
of the 90s with 1997’s Urban Hymns. 
The problem is, the greatness of Urban 
Hymns was buried under the massive 
popular appeal of “Bittersweet Sym­
phony.” Now I am not one to say that 
just because something is popular means 
it sucks, but the rest of that album was 
incredible and unappreciated in America 
(though 1 saw Verve videos on the Ca­
nadian station Much Music all the time 
in middle school). I’ve heard one track 
off of Keys to the World, and this album 
has a lot of potential for the kind of vi-
Spirit projected onto the floor of the 
stage. Lilienthal engineers a sallow, yel­
lowish light that creeps into dark comers. 
“Ebenezer Scrooge’s” epitaph reflects 
across the stage. In this, a typically dif­
ficult section of the play, Trinity 
Reparatory Theater has succeeded in 
catching its audience. 
talized songwritingAshcroft is famous 
for.
Prediction: B+
Ben Folds
Ben Folds & the West Australian Sym­
phony Orchestra - Live in Perth [DVD] 
Epic Dec 6
This has already come out, but make 
sure to put this DVD in the stocking of 
a music lover near you. Ben Folds is 
widely known as one of popular music’s 
smartest songwriters, and pounds the 
keys here accompanied by the West 
Australian Symphony Orchestra. Four­
teen songs from the stage full of wit, 
emotion, and the occasional ironic cuss 
word, this DVD is sure to please and 
would make a great gift. And don’t 
worry: “Brick” is on there.
Prediction: A-
This Christmas Carol isn’t a bril­
liant, show-stopping work of astound­
ing creativity. Instead, it takes the core 
parts of the famous Dickens’ story and 
molds them into a quickly-paced, 
friendly version of a play we are used 
to seeing every year.
GRADE: BBook
Music
Movie
of the 
Week
A Cup of Christmas Tea 
i By Tom Hegg
This illustrated book is a holiday fa 
vorite at my house, because it is a 
simple reminder of an important 
moral that everyone should regard. 
Indeed the holiday season is hectic 
for everyone with shopping, baking, 
feasting, and decorating, but amidst 
it all we must remember the impor­
tance of family. This short work is 
about a young man who hesitates to 
visit his feeble, elderly Aunt during 
the holiday season, justify ing the fact 
that his other family members have 
an obligation to visit her. too. When 
he finally visits his Aunt, she wel­
comes him with open arms. He is sur­
prised by her cheerfully decorated 
home, and hospitality, and finds en­
joyment in his visit. They chat over 
a cup of Christmas tea as he realizes 
the importance of family.
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Breed Love does just that
Mos Def, Talib Kweli, K’Naan, Jean Grae, and 
Pharoahe Monch tour the country and impress fans 
with their talent-packed show, “Breed Love Odyssey”
by Mike Holland ’06, 
Scott Geer’06 & 
Ryan Burns’08
A&E Staff
Last Wednesday an all-star lineup of 
hip-hop acts came together at Lupo’s in 
Providence for the Breed Love Odyssey 
Tour. Brooklyn emcees Talib Kweli and
 Mos Def were
CONCERT joined by the sounds
FEATURE  ofPharoahe Monch,
Jean Grae, and 
K’naan.
K’naan, a poet/emcee from Somalia, 
was the first artist to hit the stage. En­
dorsed by Mos Def, K’naan came on 
stage with bongos and played them while 
rhyming. The crowd didn’t really know 
what to expect from K’naan but in the 
end he won them over with his introspec­
tive lyrical style and unique musical dis­
play.
The next artist on stage was female 
emcee Jean Grae. As an emcee who has 
worked w ith the 1 ikes of Masta Ace, The 
Roots, and Talib Kweli, Jean Grae is no 
stranger to the underground hip-hop 
scene. Jean’s main objective was to get 
the crowd moving, asking, “Why would 
you pay $30 to just sit there?” She taught 
the crowd how to two-step, and did a 
solid job playing to the crowd, as she 
performed songs from her album This 
Week and also new songs from her up­
coming collaboration album with 9th 
Wonder. Songs such as “You Don’t Want 
It” and “Hater’s Anthem” showcased her 
true talent, and reaffirmed her place as 
the best female MC in hip-hop today.
After Jean left the stage, it was time 
for Pharoahe Monch to do his thing. As 
he arrived on stage, he received a thun­
derous ovation from the Rhode Island 
crowd, something that he looked sur­
prised about. Pharoahe surprised me 
with how well he was able to articulate 
his words and how clearly he spoke 
throughout the set. Given his style of
PLAYSTATION
rhyming, it was amazing to hear h im de­
liver his lines almost as clear as they are 
on CD. He performed newer material 
such as “Agent Orange” as well as the 
classic hits, “Queens” and “Simon Says”. 
Pharoahe was excellent on stage and 
probably the most impressive emcee at 
the event.
Unfortunately, Kweli couldn’t take 
that thunder and roll with it. He started 
off strong with a medley of hip-hop clas­
sics cleverly moving into his featured 
track off Dangerdoom, “Old School.” He 
performed several single verses from a 
number of songs such as “Get ‘em high,” 
“1 try,”“Get By,” Beautiful struggle” and 
“Never Been in Love Before.” It was 
difficult to get into Kweli’s solo mate­
rial because his voice sounded like he 
needed to give his vocal chords a rest. 
Making things look worse than not be­
ing able to hear some of his lyrics was 
the fact that Monch had just stunned the 
crowd with skills of his own. So unfor­
tunately, Kweli was put on pedestal that
Soulful 
lyrics and 
raw talent 
make for an 
amazing 
show: Mos 
Def, Talib 
Kweli, and 
other 
artists came 
together 
last week 
for the 
Lupo’s 
installment 
of the 
Breed Love 
Odyssey 
tour.
he couldn’t live up to.
Although it was hard to hear most of 
his lyrics and he tripped up his rhymes 
on a few tracks, he did spit with emo­
tion. These Haws would be redeemed 
when Kweli had the opportunity to do 
Black Star material later in the show.
Ironically the best part of Kweli’s set 
was when his DJ had the chance to show 
oflfhis own ability as an artist. With two 
records of Jay Z’s “99 problems,” he cut 
up both records in DJ battle style, mov­
ing back and forth from one record to 
the other changing the cross fader with 
an assortment of body parts. With spins 
and behind the back mixing, it was like 
watching scenes from Juice. Turntablism 
was alive and well.
The opening acts had set the stage, 
and it would not be easily followed. 
Unless you are Mos Def: the embodi­
ment of hip-hop culture. Donned in a 
tribal-patterned pullover and a puffed- 
out goose-feather jacket, Mos Def’s de­
meanor remained humbly old-school. 
His weapon for control: the microphone. 
His expression: a smile, ear-to-ear.
The crowd exalted as they anticipated 
what had seemed for a long time a dream; 
Mos Def and Talib Kweli on stage to­
gether. It had become a reality. Black 
Star, live at Lupo’s.
Together they opened up with the 
legendary tracks “Dellnition,” and “Res­
piration." With vocalized harmonies by 
Mos and Talib Kweli’s best work of the 
night, they closed in on perfection. With 
the utmost control over the stage, they 
traded offlines in the unassumingly re­
freshingtrack, “Astronomy.” Long-time 
Black Star fans vehemently spit lyrics 
with Mos Def and Talib Kweli, the “best 
alliance in hip-hop."
Once Mos Def took on the stage solo, 
the mood became more soulful and in­
ternalized. Hard hitting tracks like 
"Mathematics,” and “Black Jack 
Johnson” kept adrenaline high, but the 
emphasis became more transcendent. It 
was time for the crowd to take an inti­
mate look inside Mos Def’s diverse and 
eclectic collection.
In addition to his lyrical mastery, 
Mos Def can sing, as evidenced in his 
performance of “Umi Says” and “Mod­
ern Marvel.” While in some tracks he 
contemplates love and peace, in others 
he defiantly addresses political issues. A 
dedication song to Hurricane Katrina 
victims was both somber and eye-open­
ing.
From the beginning ofhis act to the 
very end, Mos Def had complete control 
over the crowd. If the turntables were 
not working up to par, he would bust out 
an acapella verse. If he felt like bringing 
out other artists, like K’naan and 
Pharoahe Monch, he did. He made it 
clear from the beginning that he was go­
ing to do whatever he felt like, and the 
crowd put their trust in his artistic inge­
nuity. Despite his diverse style and vary­
ing on-stage ventures, one thing re­
mained constant; his smile, ear-to-ear.
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It’s the journey that matters most at Christmastime.
by Kristina Reardon ’08 
Asst. Portfolio Editor
In seventh grade, a teacher wrote the 
following words in my yearbook: “Re­
member, Kristina, it’s not the end result, 
but the journey that matters most.”
Those words haunted 
I me last Christmas. It was
ESSAY] then that 1 can truly say I 
began to understand what 
a journey actually is. I have flown to 
Spain and driven down the coast of Cali­
fornia, but those are simply trips, vaca­
tions. Last Christmas, I embarked upon 
a journey.
There is only one thing in particular I 
fear about the Christmas season this year. 
And that is the night of December 25.
It was on that night last year that the 
entire family had gathered at my aunt’s 
house to celebrate the holiday. We 
laughed, we joked, we gave gifts, and we 
ate dinner and dessert.
Then someone—1 don’t remember 
who—had a brilliant idea.
“Let’s drive to Millis!” that someone 
cried.
At first I was confused. Later, I, too, 
thought a drive to the town of Millis just 
might be the recipe for good, old-fash­
ioned Reardon family Christmas fun. But 
by the end of the night, I was horrified.
It’s not the place we ended up that 
horrified me, though. It was the journey.
We decided to pile into my cousin’s 
car, which seats five people. My uncle 
was in the driver’s seat. Cousin One and 
I shared the passenger’s seat. My grand­
mother, Cousin Two, and my brother 
bounced happily into the backseat. In 
another car, my uncle and aunt and two 
other cousins followed us on the roads 
from Medway to Millis.
Five minutes later, we were approxi­
mately five miles away from our desti­
nation: 60 Causeway St., the home that
was the winner of the Al Roker’s “Al Be 
Home for Christmas Holiday Light Con­
test” that year. Roker had even come 
down to the house a week or two before 
to broadcast a live weather segment from 
the property for the Today Show.
There were over 40 acres of property, 
we had heard, covered with dazzling 
Christmas lights. We were almost there. 
Five miles at most were left on our short 
trip.
That’s when our short trip turned into 
a journey—when we came to a dead stop 
behind a long line of cars. I would later 
learn that more than 7,000 cars visited 
the property that night.
At this point, however, we were con­
vinced the lights were just out of view, 
just overthat hill, beyond that next mail­
box, we’d be there any minute now .. .
We had to see the lights. We were 
overcome with some strange longing, 
and we could not, I repeat, could not, 
under any circumstances, turn back.
We decided to call the other half of 
the family—those still waiting back at 
my aunt’s house for us to come back, 
the members of the family who can never 
fully understand what we went through 
in that car last Christmas, no matter how 
many times the story is retold.
“We’re stuck in traffic,” Cousin One 
reported to my mother. “We should be 
home within a half hour or so, though.”
It was approximately 8:30 p.m. The 
lights would not be in our field of vision 
for more than two hours.
It was then that my brother decided 
to sing Christmas carols in the back­
ground, 10-year-old little brother style. 
In other words, he tested out a few of 
his many voices, decided upon the most 
obnoxious one, and then fondly launched 
into “Rudy the Red Nosed Reindeer.” 
His encore performance included his 
classic “Grandma Got Run Over by a 
Reindeer,” sung about three inches away 
from my grandmother’s face; a few years 
back, a deer actually ran into her car 
while she was driving.
After that half hour was up, Cousin 
One’s leg was completely numb because 
I had been sitting on her lap for the en­
tire ride. We shifted positions. Until this 
point, the singing and the shifting of seats 
had been the most exciting portion of the 
ride.
We called my aunt’s house again. My 
mother answered the phone.
“Are you there yet?” she asked. My 
brother most unfortunately heard those 
words escape her mouth, as the volume 
on the cell phone we were using was 
turned up higher than necessary.
“Are we there yet? Are we there yet? 
Are we there yet?” he chanted with a 
devilish smile.
“NO!” 1 shouted along with Cousins 
One and Two. “We are NOT there yet!” 
“Oh,” my brother said sounding crest­
fallen. 1 began to feel bad as I watched 
his head drop. But the precise moment I 
had felt any sympathy for that little off- 
key Christmas jukebox, he popped his 
head up again and shouted, “Well how 
’bout now! Are we there yet now?”
“What’s that background noise?” my 
mother asked. She had no idea.
Because that’s when we all began the 
Red Sox/Yankees argument. More ex­
actly, every member of my family, mi­
nus my brother, are Red Sox fans. And 
this was only matter of weeks after the 
Sox had won the World Series. You can 
only imagine what ensued. 1’11 spare you 
the gory details of that particular situa­
tion.
What did ensue was another two hours 
of the backseat residents complaining it 
was too cold while Cousin Two and 1 
began sweating profusely as the heat
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Dear Broke,
While you’re no Scrooge, you are 
lacking the true Christmas spirit. I’m sure 
we’ve all seen those holiday movies 
where the main character has a realiza­
tion—in softly falling snow—that, golly 
gee, it’s not the presents that matter, but 
the moments with your family and the 
charity you give to others that makes 
Christmas what it is. I hope, hope, hope 
you have learned this from either Charles 
Dickens or Dr. Seuss.
Above all else, gift giving is an art. 
There is nothing worse than receiving a 
haphazardly rewrapped old musical note 
coffee mug you swear you saw your 
friend receive last year at a Christmas 
party. Not that this has happened to me 
or anything. So please, just because 
you’re broke and you feel obligated to 
buy others gifts, do not make this mis­
take.
My advice? The ever popular Secret 
Santa exchange. It’s cheap, it’s easy, it’s 
effective, and you can really focus your 
attention on that one gift—which hope­
fully will not be a dirty coffee mug. Your 
family, on the other hand, should realize 
that you are a starving college student. 
Literally. If they knew you were sacri­
ficing just to buy them Yankee Candles, 
I doubt they would want them.
Making PC an emotionally stable place, 
one letter at a time...
This Week's Edition ...
BREAK OUT THE EGGNOG 
BUT PLEASE NEVER, EVER RE-GIFT.
Dear Tiffany and Earl,
When it comes to this whole Christmas season, I’ve come to the conclu­
sion that I’m clueless . So far this year, 1 have exhausted all my hard-earned 
summer cash at the various campus bars and now find myself with quite the 
dwindling bank account. I’m going to have to work every day during break 
just to be able to pay for books next semester! That being said, I have about 
10 really close friends on campus, who are probably expecting a Christmas 
gift. What do I do? I’m already broke, and I still have to buy gifts for my 
relatives!
—Broke, but not a Scrooge
Write to Tiffany & Earl!
Send your emails to: 
AskTiffanyEarl@yahoo;.com
You know what would be the best christmas present for us--like
even better than a Barbie Pauper Wheel? Lots of letters in our 
mailbox. Think about that as you open your gifts this vacation. . .
think about that.
Dear Broke,
I don’t recall the last time that I have 
actually spent “money” on gifts. When 
cash is in short hand, I find that the best 
gifts are always readily available. Gift 
idea one—the body is composed of five 
liters of blood. So obviously you have 
some to spare. Therefore go and donate 
some of your blood in the name of your 
beloved family member for a charity.
However, people would be upset get­
ting the same gift and eventually you will 
get a little lightheaded. Another point to 
consider is that guys don’t like charities. 
Considering that, you may want to go 
with idea two—a hair doll. Nothing says 
T love you’ like a doll made of human 
hair—and if you are as hot as you sound 
in this letter, the guys will appreciate it.
Besides the blood idea, I say do noth­
ing for your girl friends. Women are ever- 
persistent leeches. They are part of the 
parasite class of symbiotic relationships. 
If you start giving them one gift, they’ll 
want more. Given that you are already 
strapped for cash, you will end up even 
more broke. You’ll donate what little 
blood you have left to get money (which 
will be stolen from you by either girls or 
from muggers) and end up passing out 
from a lack of blood. Happy Holidays.
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“The poem is a confession of faith.” —Ralph Waldo Emerson
December Snow
by Ashley Laferriere ’06 
Portfolio Staff
All night I tried to learn the difference 
Between need and dependence. 
Between hope and desperation.
And my dreams were filled
With large unending fields
Without answers to these 
Essential questions.
And this morning, the ground
Was layered in white, uncontained 
Admonishments.
Highlighting the solutions
Across hills and streets.
Clinging firmly to the branches 
Of the tree beneath my window.
Telling me in muted tones 
That even this world
Can be forced to lie dormant 
For a minute or two.
That life does not always 
Require an explanation.
The snow lies still and whispers 
secrets
To those who can listen.
Perfection is created
In an accident of ice.
Calendar Days 
by Dan Meehan ’07
Portfolio Staff
Between the twentieth and the 
twenty-fourth days of December, 
no snow falls.
Coupons are being cut, 
Towns are dressing up 
with attractive and seductive
Lights.
Around the twenty-third day 
of December, the air gets 
stiff and cold, brutal and rigid.
Yet still
rejects the idea of snow.
Someone is throwing darts 
at their own picture, hoping 
that they stick.
The constant buzz of activity 
In and out and up and 
down the city streets 
is a bridge to paranoia, or 
discomfort at least—
and then the twenty-fourth day arrives.
And the time runs through the day 
like a faucet ushering in the night 
and eventually the snow.
When the snow comes it relieves 
the lights of their task, 
it makes everything look the same 
and everybody has the same thing 
to enjoy.
By the twenty-fifth day, 
all is forgiven, and
I believe that is the purpose, 
the big idea?
Untitled
by Sarah Arnini ’07
Portfolio Staff
1 was going to write a poem
But it told me it was not meant to be
Written down.
It was just a vague memory,
A quick breath of wind blowing the leaves.
We danced and I looked into the soul
Of the poem.
In my eyes, and in the reflection of the old mirror, 
It was nothing more
Than a passing chance.
Time stood still,
And I stood, living outside of time.
Watching as words weaved in and out before me. 
It is left unfinished in the soul of me,
A dance that ended
In the middle of my favorite song.
Maybe it will pick up again
Some other time,
And only then will I write it down.
Applesauce Adaptations
Petals
by Erin Kelly ’06 
Portfolio Staff
In between the slapping of the rain 
and the silence of the snow 
we will meet again 
and meeting, find 
that nothing is ever the same 
in the same way 
with the same people 
twice.
Press yesterdays 
between the pages of 
a book you never read.
Press them paper thin; 
forget that they wait there 
until they slip out, 
unexpected, 
preserved perfectly 
as you left them, 
too delicate 
to dwell on 
for much time.
by Caitlin Murphy ’06
Portfolio Staff
I am sitting in Rita’s Diner in New York City when I hear the sound of applesauce outside. Through the window, I see dollops of applesauce fall heavily, 
splattering quietly on the pavement. It makes a pretty rhythm, but not pretty enough to make the waitress stop to watch. Down the street, a few orthodox Jews 
in deep discussion absently shake their heads, picking out bits of the sauce from their tight curls. A few feet away, a young mother in yoga clothing pauses to 
bend over and pop open the cover on her baby’s carriage. She turns to her friend and asks, “Do you suppose it’s organic?” The stroller streaks by a quartet of 
hip-hop dancers in the middle of their routine. They continue to squish-squash, slip-slide over the thin film of applesauce coating the ground. The homeless 
man on their comer turns over his empty coffee cup, dumping the extraneous applesauce into his palm. He cleans off the nickel and two dimes into his mouth, 
pockets them, and calls it a day. The jazz musicians in front of Rita’s are having difficulty playing, scooping handfuls of sauce out of the crevices of their 
instruments every few notes. One wipes off his glasses and steps under the over-hang of the diner, continuing to play. The rest follow. We all silently agree that 
the applesauce is a vast improvement over the pork chops that fell last week and are still rotting on various street comers across the city.
Journey: One long anti climactic car ride to see the lights
continued from page 19
blasted into our faces in the front seat. 
We shifted places again in that cramped 
shared seat. A little while later, my 
brother decided he had to go to the bath­
room. Some time after that, I, too, began 
to regret having had five glasses of soda 
before we left.
Suffice it to say that over two hours 
and many seat shifts, screeches, and 
phone calls, we saw the lights—and not 
the ones at the end of the tunnel, although 
I’m pretty sure most of us would have 
welcomed those lights too if it had meant 
we could get out of that car.
At some point, my other cousins’ car 
had gotten in front of ours. We tailgated 
them for the entire two hours, wonder­
ing if they too were having such a loving 
bonding experience.
That’s why it came as a complete 
shock when we watched my other uncle 
roll down his window, say a few words 
to a cop guarding the entrance to the 
property, and then turn around and 
drive away.
We all did a double take. We had 
just waited over two hours to drive onto 
the property, and half of our family 
turned around at the entrance?
We pulled over and asked the cop 
what my uncle had said to them. They 
had run out of gas. At this, we had no 
choice but to burst into hysterical fits 
of laughter. We came to the mutual con­
sensus that we would never let them 
hear the end of it.
So, we all launched into song with 
that off-key brother of mine in spite of 
ourselves as we entered the property. 
We gazed at the lights strung across the 
trees and buildings and the display 
cases.
We oohed and ahhhed. My grand­
mother mistook Father Christmas for 
something to do with Camelot, which cre­
ated chaos among the backseat residents, 
but other than that, we ever so joyously 
sang together the entire 10 minutes it took 
to drive through the property.
Our journey had nearly come to an 
end.
But not before we got out and drove 
back through that five-mile stretch of non­
moving traffic, this time in the opposite 
lane, sailing by.
“How long did you have to wait for?” 
one woman yelled out her car window as 
we sailed by.
“We’ve been here since last night!” my 
uncle shouted out the window, and we 
watched in horror as the woman’s carload 
of children burst into tears.
“Go back and get breakfast!” my uncle 
called out to the next carload who was 
unfortunate enough to open their window.
“It’s worth it, just keep waiting!” my 
uncle bellowed out the window. “We even 
loved it, and that’s saying something be­
cause we don’t even like Christmas!”
(We’re not all Scrooges, in case you’re 
wondering—my uncle’s sorry humor was 
only a result of the state we were all in 
after spending three hours in such close 
proximity.)
We got back to the house past 11:00 
p.m. We were in rare form.
That Christmas journey has become 
something of an urban legend in all the 
Reardon households across Massachu­
setts. Since that day, we’ve recounted the 
story at birthdays and at the beach, for an 
audience of one and for audiences of 20.
I’ll repeat the story as many times as 
I’m asked this Christmas season. But 
please, though I’ll laugh while I’m telling 
it, don’t ask me to repeat the experience.
Poetry Corner 
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Cowl Kids Cook Up
Holiday Concoctions
Applesauce Raisen Cakes
DIRECTIONS: 1. Grease and (lour a 9”x I 3” pan. Mix together the flour, baking soda, 
cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg. Set aside. 2. In a large bowl, cream together the butter 
and sugar until light and fluffy. Beat in the eggs one ata time. Beat in the flour mixture 
alternately with the applesauce. Fold in the walnuts and raisins. Pour batter into pre­
pared pan. 3. Bake in the preheated oven for 40 to 45 minutes, or until a toothpick 
inserted into the center of the cake comes out clean. Allow to cool.
Serving size: 10-15 squares
Baking Temp.: 325 Degrees
Submitted by: Cowl Kids
INGREDIENTS: 1 cup butter
Steps: 4 cups all-purpose flour 2 cups white sugar
2 tsp baking soda 2 eggs
2 tsp ground cinnamon 2 1/ 2 cups applesauce
1 tsp ground cloves 1 1 /2 cups chopped walnuts
1 tsp ground nutmeg 2 cups raisins
Chocolate Crinkles
Serving size: 
Baking Temp.: 
Submitted by:
1-3 dozen
350 Degrees 
Cowl Kids
Steps:
L
INGREDIENTS:
1/2 cup vegetable oil
4 pouches of Nestle ChocoBake
2 cups sugar
4 eggs
2 tsp vanilla
2 cups flour
2 tsp baking powder
1 / 2 tsp salt
1 cup confectionery sugar
DIRECTIONS 1. Mix oil, chocolate, and granulated sugar.
2. Blend in one egg at a time, mixing until well blended. Add vanilla.
3. In another bowl, measure out flour, baking powder, and salt. Stir together.
4. Stir dry ingredients into chocolate mix. Chill several hours or overnight.
5. Take teaspoons of dough and drop into confectionery sugar.
6. Roll and shape into balls. Place 2” apart on GREASED baking sheets.
7. Bake 9-12 minutes. . .do not overbake!
Russian Tea Cakes
Serving size: 
Baking Temp.: 
Submitted by:
Steps:
Makes 4 dozen
350 Degrees 
Cowl Kids
INGREDIENTS:
 c up powdered sugar
 tsp vanilla
 cup softened butter 
or margarine
!4 tsp salt
2 'A cup unbleached or all-purpose flour 
3A cup finely chopped nuts
DIRECTONS: I. In large bowl, combine butter, powdered sugar, vanilla, 
and salt on low speed of mixer about 1 minute, blend well. 2. Lightly spoon 
flour into measuring cup, level off. Gradually add flour at low speed until 
just combined. Stir in nuts. 3. Roll dough into 1” balls, place about 
1” apart on ungreased cookie sheet. 4. Bake for 8-10 minutes until 
firm to the touch, but not brown (do not overbake). 5. While warm, roll 
cookie in powdered sugar. Cool. Re-roll in powdered sugar before serving.
Rice and Broccoli Casserole
Sewing size:
Baking Temp.:
Submitted by:
Steps:
12-15 people
325 Degrees 
Cowl Kids
INGREDIENTS:
2 bags Success Rice (cooked)
 box chopped broccoli (cooked)
 can cream of mushroom soup
 16 oz. Jar Cheese Whiz
DIRECTONS: 1. Mix all together and turn into 
greased casserole dish. 2. Bake for 2 5 minutes. Last 
10 minutes uncover to brown. 3. Dot with butter.
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Compiled by your In-Office Chef Christine Bagley ’06 
Graphic Art by Ryan Wenk ’06
'/? cup minced onion
2 tsp dried basil
1 tsp garlic powder
Sewing size:
Baking Temp.:
Submitted by:
INGREDIENTS:
I package (16 oz.) Curly Edge Lasagna
3 lbs. Ricotta Cheese
4 cups (16 oz.) shredded Mozzarella Cheese 
% cup grated Parmesan cheese
1 package (8 oz.) cream cheese, softened
4 cups fresh vegetables (mixture of broccoli florets, 
shredded carrots, zucchini slices, 
chopped red pepper or sliced mushrooms)
PHOTOS BY TRACY DONADIO 06/The Cowl
On your mark, get set, BAKE! Portfolio shares 
some of their favorite holiday dishes! Looks like 
Grandma’s apple pie will have some 
competition this year!
Vegetable Lasagna
Serves 8
375 Degrees 
Cowl Kids
DIRECTIONS: 1. Cook lasagna noodles as directed on package, drain.
Rinse with cold water, drain and lay Hat on paper towels in single layer until needed.
2.Meanwhile, mix together ricotta cheese, cream cheese, onion, basil, and garlic 
powder. Stir in veggies. 3. Spread 1 /4 cup on bottom of 1 3”x 9” baking dish. 
Arrange layer ol noodles, 1 /4 of remaining veggie mixture and sprinkle 
with some ol the mozzarella and Parmesan cheese. 4. Continue to make layers, 
ending with cheese. 5. Bake for 50 minutes or until hot. Let stand for 10 minutes.
Easy Egg and Sausage Puff
Serving size: 
Baking Temp.: 
Submitted by:
Steps:
Serves 6
350 Degrees 
Cowl Kids
INGREDIENTS:
6 eggs, slightly beaten
1 lb. Bulk pork sausage, browned and drained
1 cup Bisquick baking mix
1 cup shredded Cheddar cheese
2 cups milk
1 tsp dry mustard
Vi tsp dried oregano leaves
DIRECTIONS: 1. Mix all ingredients. Cover and refrigerate.
2. Grease 2-qt. Casserole: pour mixture into casserole.
3. Bake until knife inserted in center comes out clean, about 1 hour. 
*High altitude: Decrease baking mix to 2/3 cup. Bake about 1 % hour.
Crimson Cranberry Mold
Sewing size:
Baking Temp.: 
Submitted by:
Steps:
Makes about 5-10 servings
Cowl Kids
INGREDIENTS:
Vi cup Miracle Whip salad dressing
1 container (12 oz.) cranberry orange sauce
1 Vi cups (15 oz. jar) applesauce
2 packages (4-serving size) OR
1 package (8 serving size) JELL-O brand Strawberry Flavor Gelatin
DIRECTIONS: 1. Dissolve gelatin in boiling water.
2. Gradually whisk salad dressing into gelatin until smooth.
3. Stir in cranberry orange sauce and applesauce. 4. Pour into
5-cup ring mold, which has been sprayed with no-stick cooking spray.
6. Chill until firm, about 4 hours.
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Hey Miata drivers! You’re not fooling anyone
by Megan Bishop ’07 
Portfolio Editor
I’ve never taken a vested interest in 
cars. I slide into the driver’s seat, turn 
the key, flip the shifter and drive. If you 
asked me how many gallons would fill 
my gas tank, or specifically, 
ESSAY   where my gas tank was, I
' might have trouble telling 
you. I could, however, tell 
you all the pre-sets on my radio, what’s 
hanging from my rearview mirror, and 
the story of the mysterious pen mark on 
my car’s ceiling. For me, a car has al­
ways been just that—a car. When I turned 
16. and failed my driving test more times 
than I’d like to admit, my sights were not 
set on the car that had been sitting in my 
driveway but the freedom it would give 
me. If my family had given me a tractor 
that drove above 40 miles per hour, I 
would have been elated. Today I drive a 
Dodge Stratus. Now, it’s no tractor, but I 
don’t let my car define who I am because 
if 1 did, I’d have leather skin and a foul 
smelling interior. It’s a good thing people 
and their cars are separate entities.
Think of all those old men who drive 
Mazda Miatas wearing sunglasses when 
it’s not sunny—I’m sure they want you 
to think that they actually are, in fact, 
their cars. 1 think of these men, and then 
I think of my father. And though he does 
wear sunglasses when it is completely in­
appropriate, he does not drive a Miata. 
My thoughts meander to my father be­
cause he is the perfect example of a man 
whose car should not, and does not, de­
fine his being.
When I was young, probably young 
enough to have just placed cars and 
strollers into separate transportation cat­
egories, my father drove a grey Dodge 
Omni. If you can’t make a mental pic­
ture of this 80s design nightmare then the 
Lord hath taken pity on your soul. It was 
boxy, geometric, had a hatchback, and 
something tells me that Dodge will no 
longer admit to ever having produced this 
make and model. Maybe this was stylish 
in the days where my father had fluffed 
hair, but it didn’t define him. He was hip! 
He was a computer programmer with a 
strikingly good looking baby at home— 
he was not a Dodge Omni.
Eventually the Omni went the way of 
saxophone solos in pop songs and was 
sold off to my uncle, hoping to be for­
gotten. I know what you’re thinking: time 
for that Miata, right? Think a little less 
Miata, a little more clown car. Ah, yes, 
my father soon acquired a job on the 
other side of the state and opted for the 
fabulous fuel efficiency of a red Toyota 
Corolla. When we would drive around 
together he would warn me that red cars 
would get pulled over for speeding more 
often than other colors. So, of course he 
needed to be careful not to blow away 
the other cars with his lightning speed. 
But now, I think just maybe my Dad was 
trying to make the Corolla seem cooler 
than it actually was. I remember my fa­
ther driving that car to work, his red hair 
skimming the roof and his knees just 
barely grazing the steering wheel.
1 don’t even recall the Corolla being 
disposed of; perhaps I blocked it from 
my memory, or perhaps my father at­
tempted to block it from his. But, in ei­
ther case, my dad soon acquired the car 
he had dreamed of—a Ford Ranger 
pickup. Woohoo, bring on the manly red 
truck, still targeted by radar gun swing­
ing cops everywhere, but now it could
www.wikipedia.org
Big man in a little car: Dad? Is that you?
haul lumber and small children. Now, 
I want to say this lightly, as not to offend 
any Ford Ranger owners—this is the 
most feminine truck I have ever encoun­
tered. I could haul more lumber on my 
back while wearing roller skates than in 
this ‘truck.’ If this truck were a person it 
would have all the makings of a manly 
man—the flannel, the snot, the coffee 
from a dirty mug, butthen on the inside 
it would be made of air, not even helium, 
just air. Yes, that’s right—the entity of 
my father’s truck is a blow-up dirty man 
doll.
And so, I sit back and pity my father 
for his lack of manly vehicles. Though I 
do recall him mentioning a black Mus­
tang in his distant past, pictures have yet 
to be seen, and somethingtells me that it 
is just a front, something to protect his 
manhood.
Thankfully, we are not the cars we 
drive, just as we are not the clothes we 
wear or the songs we sing alone in our 
cars when we think no one can hear us. 
Maybe one day my father will get that 
Miata, but really, isn’t a Miata just a 
smoother Corolla? If he does 1 hope he 
opts for the silver—I hear cops like to 
stop the red ones.
The unlikeliest of inspirations from hidden voices
SHORT 
STORY
by Craig Malesra ’08
Portfolio Staff
“Who is that?” Samantha’s faint voice 
inquired.
“What, honey?” her mother watched 
quizzically as her daughter gently placed 
her pink cardboard book­
mark on top of the page 
she had been pouring 
over so quietly. Then the 
little girl slowly dug her left hand under­
neath the front cover and, with care that 
would rival a lioness carrying her young 
in her mouth, she folded the book shut.
“The voice I hear. When I read.”
“I don’t follow you, Sam.” Veronica 
Sellers felt an emptiness in her stomach 
begin to form.
The little girl sighed prettily. “When­
ever I’m reading I hear it. It’s sort of like 
my voice, but, um, it’s softer. It tells the 
story to me.”
“Oh. Well, I guess that’s normal, 
honey. I mean, 1 don’t think I have one .
“Is it really my voice? Or is it some­
thing else?”
“It’s your voice, babe. It has to be, 
right?” With a smile and a cock of the 
head, she hoped her little girl would find 
her answer suitable.
Samantha was not satisfied. She 
hopped off of her tiny wooden stool and 
padded barefoot across the soft orange 
rug which cushioned her playroom. She 
crossed into the adjoining kitchen. 
Bouncing her way past the kitchen table, 
she noticed the comer of a folded sec­
tion of newspaper jutting out over the 
table’s edge. Biting her lower lip in con­
centration, she got up onto her tip-toes 
and grabbed it. Though her mother’s nose 
stayed buried in her issue of Redbook as 
Samantha trotted off with the sports sec­
tion, her eyes lazily stared at the pages 
as she cursorily flipped through them.
“Hi, Daddy.” Mark Sellers looked up 
from the floor.
“Hey, Sammy! What’s the story, 
momin’ glory?” Lying on the ground 
next to his bed, he grabbed his tiny 
daughter and sat her daintily on his big 
chest. The corduroy shirt he wore felt 
wonderful to her cold feet. She dug her 
toes into it and giggled. Kobe Bryant’s 
wrinkled face poked out of her fist. 
“What’cha got there, sweetie?”
“Newspapuh.”
“Yeah? Lemme see.” He put out his 
palm, and she plopped Kobe into his 
hand. It was dark, but he read the head­
line. “‘Lakers Submit to Reigning Kings.’ 
Nice choice, little lady.”
“Got a question, Daddy.”
“Yeah? Shoot.” He put the paper be­
side him on the carpet, sat up, and looked 
into his daughter’s anxious face.
“When I read, 1 hear a voice.” 
“Awesome. What’s he sound like?” 
“It’s a she.”
“Oh. Well, what’s she sound like?”
“She sounds a lot like me. She talks 
in my head when I’m reading. Do you 
have a lady in your head when you read 
the newspapuh?”
“Well, your mother would be pretty 
angry with me if I did, honey. No, 1 have 
a man in mine. He talks to me too, when 
I read.”
Samantha smiled. “’Kay.”
“Any other questions?” Mark stood 
up and placed his daughter on the 
waterbed.
“Nope. Can you read me a story be­
fore I go to sleep tonight?”
“Sure, honey.” With this, she pushed 
off the comer of the bed and shuffled out 
of the room.
He sat down at his computer and 
wiggled the mouse. After a short delay, 
the monitor came to life, and blue light 
softly painted the wall behind him. He 
squinted and opened up his word pro­
cessor. Muttering an execration upon all 
deadlines, he stared at the cursor.
It sat in the upper-left comer, blink­
ing slowly. Mocking him. “Write some­
thing. Go ahead,” it seemed to say. The 
only thing he could think to write on was 
the futility of writing itself. But that 
wouldn’t do. He needed something es­
tablished, something vibrant, that would 
fit perfectly with what people were into 
nowadays—an eerie thriller, a good ro­
mance novel—something people were 
used to enjoying. He began to write of 
things he had read before—vanilla lit­
erature. It had been done before, but it 
would probably sell regardless, and that 
was what mattered. He wrote for a while, 
mulling over his work despondently. Af­
ter four pages of banality at its finest, he 
wished fora spark. Anything.
Anything came to him in a flash, about 
15 seconds later. That Anything, in fact, 
was his wife’s screaming. It emanated 
from the kitchen. An awful, horrid sound. 
He slammed the keyboard tray back into 
the desk and jumped up.
The kitchen was pitch-black.
“Ronnie?”
Nothing.
“Sam?”
“Yes, Daddy?”
“Are you okay?” His hands were half­
clenched, ready for anything. One hand 
he held out in front of him as he walked 
forward slowly, into the darkness. 
“Where are you, honey?”
“I’m here.” It was his wife this time. 
Her voice came from the comer of the 
room, by where the light switch should 
have been—then the lights came back on. 
Samantha was standing directly under­
neath the switch.
“Fiat lux. There we are.” Mark looked 
at the two. “What was that all about?”
“Sorry, Daddy. I wanted to give 
mommy a voice.”
“What?” he looked at his wife for an 
explanation. Veronica offered none. Her 
eyes looked at him, but were vacant.
“She said she didn’t hear a voice 
when she read. So 1 turned off the lights 
and talked in her ear. Sorry, Mommy.”
“That was very mean of you, 
Samantha. You... you scared me.” Now 
she looked at her husband. “I fell asleep 
at the table. Your daughter snuck up on 
me.
“Sorry, Mommy.”
Samantha walked over to her father. 
He held her hand as they made their way 
to her room. “I’m gonna go tuck her in, 
Ronnie,” he said testily. And it’s 
sneaked, not snuck.”
Once he had finished reading, Mark 
looked down at his daughter, who lay 
wrapped in the covers. Her light hair 
framed the shape of her face. Sitting 
down on the bed next to her, he couldn’t 
recall the last time he’d seen her without 
a smile.
“Why did you do that before, Honey? 
You really scared your mom.”
“1 know, Daddy. “Sometimes, I can 
see the story better without the lights on. 
That’s all.”
He looked off to the side for a few 
thoughtful seconds. Then his eyes once 
again met hers. “Okay, Sam. Night.”
Standing up, he walked slowly out of 
her room, pulling the door closed behind 
him. He left it open just a crack, as he 
always had. Samantha had never com­
plained, and he figured she needed a little 
light in her room as she slept.
He sat down at his computer again. 
Still, nothing came to him. Veronica was 
in the bathroom, getting ready for bed, 
and she had left the bedside lamp on. He 
walked over to the counter on which it 
sat.
“Screw it.”
He clicked it off, transmogrifyingthe 
room into a dim lair of shadows. Mark 
sat back down, determined to forget ev­
erything he had written in the past.
The cursor barely had a chance to 
flash as the words were spat onto the 
page. They came like peals of thunder 
in a rainstorm. Words he had forgotten 
burrowed themselves into skillful sen­
tences; themes and concepts came at him 
like raindrops on his windshield, too 
many to count, too many to notice. A few 
minutes had passed when he suddenly 
stopped mid-sentence. The tiny black 
line blinked curiously as he exited the 
room.
Standing outside of her door, he 
placed his hand on the little plastic 
handle. Peering into the dark room, he 
noticed the familiar slit of pale light from 
the kitchen which sliced a cone-shaped 
“V” across his daughter’s carpet. He 
noticed that Samantha always slept the 
way she did now, her face to the wall, 
the cone just behind her.
“Maybe, Sam. Maybe.” He slowly 
pulled the handle toward him, until he 
heard the latch click into place.
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Who would you like to meet 
under the mistletoe this 
Christmas?
“Colin Firth from Love Actually."
Sara Milaschewski ’06 and Kelle Contrastano’06
“My girlfriend, Lauren.’’ 
Kenny Perry ’06
“The coked-out Olsen twins.”
Pete Cannon ’07 and Kevin Johnson ’07
“Tom Brady.”
Liz Sciuto ’07
“Mrs. Claus.” 
Devin Hurson ’07
Nick Lachey:
“Not you. And why don’t you take your arm off my chest?”
Jessica Simpson:
“How about taking your hand off my butt first?”
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Women’s Hockey forges ahead over seven-game stretch
by Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff
During Thanksgiving break, the 
Providence College’s Women’s Ice 
Hockey team was particularly busy, play­
ing seven games over this most recent 
stretch. Fortunately for 
WOMEN’S the Friars and their fans, 
HOCKEY Providence has taken 
many a step forward dur­
ing this time, posting five wins to go 
along with two losses. After the stretch 
the Friars are sitting pretty at the top of 
the Hockey East standings, with 13 
points via a 6-2-1 record. Providence’s 
overall record now stands at 9-5-2.
The first game, on Nov. 17, was a rela­
tively easy 6-1 Hockey East stomping of 
the struggling Vermont Catamounts, 
Providence also defeated league oppo­
nent Boston University two days later by 
a final of 4-0. Senior goaltender Jana 
Bugden posted her first shutout of the 
season, as the Friars received goals from 
senior Ashley Payton, junior Kristin 
Gigliotti, and sophomores Rachel Crissy 
and Jenna Keilch.
The Friars then turned away from 
league action to face Yale on Nov. 25, as 
they coasted to a 3-1 victory at home. 
Bugden remained solid in the net, with 
23 saves; as Gigliotti, Payton, and jun­
ior Sonny Watrous provided the Friar 
offense.
The following day, PC recaptured the 
Providence Mayor’s Cup with a 5-3 vic­
tory over neighborhood rival Brown Uni­
versity. The Friars lost the 2004-05 
Mayor’s Cup game, 2-1, and the team 
enjoyed the sense of accomplishment that 
came with recapturing the city’s bragging 
rights. It marked the 11th Mayor’s Cup 
in city history, and the Friars improved 
to 3-6-2 in the crosstown rivalry.
“ft feels good. It’s very important be­
cause against Brown, being rivals with 
them, everyone wanted to win,” said 
Watrous.
TRACY DdNADIO/The Cowl ’06
Sophomore forward Cherie Hendrickson scored her first goal of the season 
on the road against Boston College, where the Friars edged out the Eagles by 
a score of 4-2. Providence has won five of its last seven games which has left 
the team at the top of the Hockey East Conference.
Providence got off to an early start in 
the game, as freshman Meredith George 
scored her first career NCAA goal and 
point just 2:12 into the game to give the 
Friars a 1-0 lead. After Brown tied the 
score at one, Watrous backed up her 
words by tallying her eighth goal of the 
season on a breakaway. Her initial shot 
was stopped, but the rebound deflected 
off her shin pad and bounced past Brown 
net minder Stacy Silverman.
“It was kind of a lucky bounce. The 
goalie didn’t see it coming, and didn’t 
really have control of it. It just bounced 
in,” Watrous said of her goal.
Gigliotti added a goal a minute later, 
assisted by Watrous and senior captain 
Karen Thatcher, and the marker resulted 
in Silverman being pulled from the game 
in favor of O’Hara Shipe.
But the goaltending change did not 
deter the Friars. After Brown cut the lead 
to 3-2 in the second period, Thatcher 
countered early in the third with her sev­
enth goal of the season to restore the two 
goal lead. Brown did its best to play 
catch-up, pulling within one, but Payton 
sealed the deal with an empty net score 
to clinch the victory, and the Mayor’s 
Cup for the Friars.
“When we play as a team, everything 
comes together. All our goals were team 
goals,” Watrous said.
The Friars continued their Ivy League 
stretch with a midweek contest against 
Harvard on Nov. 30. Despite goals from 
Gigliotti and freshmen Erin Normore and 
Katy Beach, the Friars were defeated 6- 
3.
In addition, a conference loss at BU
by a final of 2-1 on Dec. 3 did not help 
matters, but the Friars responded as they 
have all season when adversity mounts: 
with a win.
This time, the win came over Boston 
College on the road, making it all the 
more significant. Watrous again was at 
the heart of the Friar offense, as she 
scored in the first two stanzas to give the 
Friars a 2-0 lead. The first occurred with 
some hard work to force a turnover, and 
Watrous wristed the puck past BC to light 
the lamp. The second was a more con­
ventional power play goal as Watrous 
found the rebound of Normore’s point 
shot and sent it home.
“The first was a team goal,” Watrous 
said. “Thatcher was tying up players in 
front, and it left enough time for me to 
get a good shot. The second was just a 
rebound of a shot from the point on the 
power play and I just put it in.”
Sophomore Cherie Hendrickson got 
on the score sheet with her first goal of 
the season in the second period, which 
would eventually hold up as the game 
winner. It would be the first game win­
ning goal of her college hockey career. 
PC pulled way ahead and out of reach as 
senior Katelynn Laffin tallied a power 
play goal, assisted by Normore and 
sophomore Kathleen Smith. Though BC 
scored twice to pull within 4-2, that was 
as close as they would get. Bugden 
posted 13 saves to keep the Eagles at bay.
“ft was a team effort. When we play 
together, we’re unstoppable, but when we 
play as individuals, we tend to play down 
to our opponents,” said Watrous.
The Friars, like students here at Provi­
dence, are nearing Christmas break. But, 
besides finals, there is another hurdle 
awaiting them before some much needed 
rest, and that is a Dec. 10 game against 
Dartmouth. Providence will look to build 
on their win at BC to establish momen­
tum heading into the winter break, and 
then return in January with momentum 
on their side.
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Friars Scoreboard
___ Scores — Standings — Statistics Schedules — Standouts
Standouts
Meghan Owen
Women’s Indoor Track 
Junior—Danielson, Conn.
Owen managed to qualify for both the 
Big East and the ECAC Championships 
in two events. Her time of 2:56.7 in the 
1000-meters on Friday, and her 4:53.62 
time in the mile on Saturday, capped off 
a successful weekend.
Tyler Sims
Men’s Ice Hockey 
Sophomore—Fort Worth, Texas 
Sims was awarded Hockey East Co­
Defensive Player of the Week for Dec. 5. 
Sims received the award after helping to 
lead the Friars to two victories this past 
weekend, with a season-high 36 saves 
against No. 7 Maine.
Scores
Friday 12/2
Women’s Basketball vs. Navy
Men’s Hockey vs. Maine
Saturday 12/3
Men’s Hockey vs. Brown (Mayor’s Cup) 
Men’s Basketball at Rhode Island 
Women’s Hockey at Boston University 
Men’s Indoor Track at Alden Invitational
(at Brown University)
Women’s Indoor Track at Alden Invitational 
(at Brown University)
Sunday 12/4
Women’s Basketball at Fordham 
Women’s Hockey at Boston College
Men’s Swimming & Diving at Harold
Andersen Invitation (URI)
Women’s Swimming & Diving at Harold 
Andersen Invitation (URI)
Tuesday 12/6
Women’s Basketball vs. Rutgers
Men’s Basketball vs. Florida
L, 67-61
W, 4-2
W, 5-1
L, 77-69
L, 2-1
Ind. Results
Ind. Results
L, 64-60
W, 4-2
2nd of 4
4th of 5
L, 58-45
L, 87-77
Schedules
Thursday 12/8
Men’s Hockey vs. Boston University 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 12/10
Women’s Hockey vs. Dartmouth
Women’s Basketball at Rhode Island
Men’s Basketball vs. Memphis
Men’s Indoor Track at Harvard Invitational 
Women’s Indoor Track at Harvard Invitational
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
All Day 
All Day
Tuesday 12/20
Men’s Basketball vs. Northeastern 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday 12/21
Women’s Basketball at Harvard 
Men’s Hockey vs. Colgate
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Thursday 12/22
Men’s Basketball vs. Yale
Men’s Hockey vs. Sacred Heart/Brown
7:30 p.m.
TBD
Tuesday 12/27
Men’s Basketball vs. San Diego State 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday 12/28
Women’s Basketball vs. Wagner 7:00 p.m.
_______ -■
Standings
Women’s Hockey East Conference Standings 12/8/05
Team W L T Pts GFGA
Providence 6 2 1 13 34 16
New Hampshire 6 1 0 12 29 7
Boston University 4 5 2 10 22 28
Boston College 4 2 1 9 21 18
Connecticut 4 4 0 8 15 13
Northeastern 3 7 1 7 20 37
Maine 2 4 2 6 17 23
Vermont 1 5 1 3 8 24
Men’s Hockey East Conference Standings 12/8/05
Team W L T Points GF GA
Providence 7 2 1 15 31 19
New Hampshire 6 3 2 14 34 27
Boston College 6 2 1 13 22 18
Vermont 5 3 1 11 28 19
Boston University 4 4 1 9 26 24
Maine 4 4 0 8 24 16
UMass Lowell 3 6 0 6 23 35
Northeastern 1 5 4 6 24 32
Massachusetts 2 5 0 4 11 20
Merrimack 1 5 2 4 11 24
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PC: Friars still atop Hockey East
continued from back page
“It definitely ranks pretty high up 
there for me in my four years here,” he 
said.
PC did not letdown in this instance, 
as they came out and thoroughly domi­
nated the Brown Bears from start to fin­
ish on Saturday at Schneider. McDonald, 
for one, felt no fear that his team would 
suffer a letdown after the Maine game.
“It was not an issue at all,” he said. 
“The momentum from Friday night went 
right into Saturday.”
The Friars captured the 20th annual 
Mayor’s Cup with their new patented 
style: relentless shooting, a good dose of 
checks and lots of skating.
Though Brown scored first, the Friars 
were soon rewarded with two goals in a 
span of 49 seconds. Gadja scored a 
power-play goal, his ninth goal of the 
year at 15:25 on a wrap around shot, as­
sisted by Rhaeult and freshman 
defenseman Matt Taormina. McDonald 
followed with a goal of his own at 16:14 
from senior captain Tony Zancanaro and 
sophomore defenseman Marc 
Bastarache.
The Friars took control of the game 
in the second when they outshot the Bears 
18-5 and added two more tallies. 
Zancanaro scored his third goal of the 
season at the 1:50 mark, and Mazzolini 
poked it in at 7:04 from Rheault and 
Meyers to make it 4-1 PC.
PC had a two man power-play early 
in the third period after a Brown player 
received a five minute major and game 
misconduct for hitting from behind, and 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT!
2-6 Bedrooms dr Full 
House with appliances, 
carpeting, dishwasher, 
alarm, and laundry facili­
ties. A must see! Please 
call 247-4609 for more 
■ information.
the Friars made them pay.
Senior defenseman James Pemberton 
took a shot from the point that was redi­
rected by freshman center Brad Cooper 
and banged in by McDonald for his sec­
ond goal of the game, making it 5-1 PC. 
The Friars finished with a 48-15 advan­
tage in shots, with Sims having to make 
only 14 stops for the win.
The Friars gained some national at­
tention this week, as they are ranked 15th 
in the USA Today/USA Hockey Maga­
zine Poll and 19th in the USHCO.com/ 
CSTV poll. It is the first time in over 
two years that the Friars have been na­
tionally-ranked.
McDonald is happy to be ranked, but 
he doesn’t feel any different.
“It’s just a compliment to our fast 
start,” he said. “We’re doing well and 
we have to keep it going. With a loss 
we’re right back out of the rankings.”
The Friars have a huge game Thurs­
day night at Schneider vs. Boston Uni­
versity. The teams battled to a 2-2 tie on 
November 18 at Schneider. Army has 
some ideas of what it will take from his 
team to stay on top in such a great con­
ference.
“We have to improve every day, as a 
team and staying on-task,” Army said. 
“We have to keep focused on what we 
do and playing our game-not adjusting 
to opposition.”
Army also wanted to personally thank 
all the student support so far this season.
“Our students have had a huge im­
pact on our energy-level at home games,” 
he said. “They’ve been outstanding; I’ve 
been really impressed.”
Rutgers slip by Friars
by Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Staff
The Providence College Women’s 
Basketball team gave its first Big East 
opponent a halftime scare as the Friars 
led nationally ranked No. 6 Rutgers last 
Tuesday night, 31 -25 
WOMEN’S at the half. However, 
BASKETBALL the Scarlet Knight 
 were able to make a 
comeback in the second half to defeat 
the Friars by a score of 58-45, as the taste 
of victory slipped through Providence’s 
hands.
“Any game with a Big East team is 
going to be very competitive,” said 
sophomore Kristen Brown, ’08. “But 
we’re really just competing against our­
selves to try to get to the next level. Over­
all, the team played a solid game; how­
ever, they were unable to score near the 
end of the second half.”
Despite the early lead taken by 
Rutgers, Providence quickly stepped up 
its game to tie the Knights 19-19 to gain 
its halftime lead. However, Rutgers came 
back to go on a 13-4 scoring run and 
outscore the Friars 33-14 in the second 
half of play.
“We need to learn to play two halves,” 
said senior Gayle Nwafili, who contrib­
uted 11 points. “We came out fiat in the 
second half.”
“If we had played two full halves, we 
could have won the last three games,” 
added Head Coach Phil Seymore. “We 
need to execute at the right times.”
Freshman Chelsea Marandola led the 
Friars in scoring with 14 points and five 
rebounds, while Shantee Darrian, who 
appearing in her first game since being 
injured this season, added six points. 
Brown and senior Allie Gard added five 
points a piece with four and three re­
bounds respectively, making the game a 
true team effort.
“Everyone played a significant role, 
especially Shantee Darrian in her first 
game back,” Nwafili said. “She did a 
great job.”
“We all played together,” added 
sophomore Kristen Brown. “We played 
smart with a great intensity. And we 
made plays when we had to.”
Providence also dropped another 
close game over the weekend on the road 
against Fordham, 64-60. At one point, 
Fordham led the Friars by as much as 17 
points, but PC was able to make a come 
back at the end of the game to pull within 
four. Unfortunately, time ran out before 
the Friars could surpass Fordham.
“We played hard but the game was 
up and down,” concluded Brown. “We 
need to combine two halves. This is a 
game we should have won but we’re 
working hard in every game.”
Again, Marandola led the team with 
19 points while Nwafili registered double 
digits in points and rebounds with 17 and 
15.
This weekend the Friars travel to 
Kingston to take on in-state rival, the 
University of Rhode Island, on Saturday 
at 2:00 p.m. The game will be broadcast 
on Cox Sports.
“Well, there’s not as much height [as 
the men’s team],” said Seymore. “But 
there are some bragging rights. We’re 
going to take what we did well in and try 
to build on it.” Brown downplayed the 
importance of this game slightly.
“It is a rivalry, but every team is a ri­
val because we want to win. Someone’s 
going to win and someone is going to 
lose.”
Hoops: 3-3 start
continued from back page
No. 7 Memphis on Saturday, and while 
they don’t hit the road again until after 
New Year’s, a brutal Big East schedule 
awaits at that point.
“It’s hard to be building playing 
against top-10 teams,” Welsh admitted.
For now, all the Friars can do is to 
deal with what is in front of them, and 
that includes a visit from the ultra-ath­
letic Tigers before a short break for fi­
nals. Then, home games against North­
eastern, Yale, San Diego State^and 
Loyola (Md.) are all that separate PC 
from conference play.
Hopefully the execution and the con­
sistency will come with this next stretch 
of games—because while there’s light at 
the end of the tunnel for the Baby Friars, 
there’s no telling how long and dark that 
tunnel is going to be.
CLASSIFIEDS
Spring Break
Spring Break 2006.
Travel with STS, America’s #1 Student 
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, 
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now 
hiring on-campus reps. Call for group 
discounts. Information/Reservations 
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
Spring Break
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise! 5 
Days from $299! Includes Meals, MTV 
Celebrity Parties! Cancun, Acapulco, 
Jamaica From $499! Campus Reps 
Needed! PromoCode: 31 
www.springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-678-6386
For Rent
Apartment for Rent!
Pembroke Ave near PC 2nd and 3rd 
floors: 3 Large Bedrooms, new kitchen 
appliances, stove, refrigerator, 
dishwasher, new gas baseboard heat, 
and gas hot water, new bathrooms. 
Secure area with lighted parking. 
$ 1,200.00 per month Call 274-7763
Appreciate a more upscale environment 
that has extra something you have been 
looking for? Now offering upscale 
apartments from traditional layouts to 
loft and two floor townhouses, with 
Jacuzzi bathrooms, stainless custom 
kitchens, wireless internet, plus much 
more. All right here in the Pinehurst- 
Pembroke area. Owned and operated 
by PC alumni. For more info, call 
401-301-6274
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Friars finish 2005 slate
by Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff
The Providence College Men’s 
Swimming and Diving Team has had a 
strong three weeks. In that span, the Fri­
ars have competed in two meets, regis­
tering one victory, 123- 
SWIMMING 99 over Holy Cross, as 
& DIVING well as a second place 
finish at the Harold 
Anderson Invitational. In the invita­
tional, held at the University of Rhode 
Island on Friday and Saturday, the Fri­
ars finished runner-up in a field of four 
teams.
The Friars swam quite well against 
the Crusaders, winning many events. The 
400-meter medley relay team, composed 
of freshmen Ryan Clark, Chris Ray, Jus­
tin Rich, and Frank LaMonaca, won with 
a time of 3:39.45. LaMonaca also led 
the Friars to victories in the 200 and 100- 
yard freestyles.
Senior Seth Brockman won three in­
dividual events. He won the 1000-yard 
freestyle, the 50-yard freestyle, and the 
500-yard freestyle.
At the Harold Anderson Invitational, 
the Friars were strong as well, as the men 
recorded 418 points and a second place 
finish.
The Friars swept the first three spots 
at the 200-yard freestyle. LaMonaca fin­
ished first, followed by Brockman and 
sophomore Tom McLoughlin, respec­
tively, earning the Friars 36 points.
The Women’s team did not fare quite 
as well as their male counterparts, but 
had a successful few weeks nonetheless. 
The women tied Holy Cross and finished 
fourth at the invitational. Also, in a meet 
held at Central Connecticut, they de­
feated two teams and lost to three oth­
ers.
Against Holy Cross, the women swam 
well. The 400-yard medley relay team, 
comprised of juniors Annie Nemeth, 
Katelyn Flynn, Emily Corcoran, and 
freshman Blair Flynn, was victorious. 
Blair Flynn also won two individual 
events, the 50 and 100-yard freestyles.
Other members of that relay team cap­
tured victories on the day as well. 
Nemeth won in the 200-yard individual 
medley, Corcoran in the 200-yard breast­
stroke, and Katelyn Flynn in the 200-yard 
butterfly.
In addition to the above, sophomore 
Kellie Ryan was the victor in the one- 
meter dive, and Jessica McCarthy cap­
tured the 500-yard freestyle.
At the meet in Central Connecticut, 
Nemeth was the only Friar to capture an 
individual victory, winningthe 200-yard 
breaststroke. The Friars defeated C.W. 
Post, 185-122, and Saint Francis (N.Y.), 
237-72, but also fell to Saint Francis 
(Pa.), Wagner, and the hosts.
At the Anderson Invitational, Katelyn 
Flynn broke away from all other com­
petitors in the 400-yard IM, winning by 
nearly two seconds, while Nemeth cap­
tured victory in both the 100 and 200- 
yard breaststroke events.
“I think the girls are working as more 
of a cohesive unit which is pivotal in an 
individualized sport as swimming,” said 
Nemeth.
This marks the virtual halfway mark 
of the season. What’s to come in the next 
few months?
“As we move into the second half and 
more important half of the season, the 
upperclassmen will aim to foster a very 
positive atmosphere which will be a great 
deal of help,” said Nemeth. “The amount 
of talent and potential on the team is very 
great.”
Both the Men and Women break from 
competition for the remainder of 2005. 
Both squads continue their season on Sat­
urday, Jan.l, as they take on Bucknell 
and Western Kentucky in Fort Meyers, 
Fla.
Sport Shorts
All the news we couldn’t fit...but did
Men’s Soccer stymied by Tar Heels
The NCAA tournament was cut short 
for the Providence College Men’s Soc­
cer team on Tuesday, Nov. 22, as the Fri­
ars fell to the nationally-ranked No. 2 
North Carolina Tar Heels. Despite put­
ting up a solid effort, the Friars lost 2-0 
at Fetzer Field in Chapel Hill, N.C. This 
loss closed the chapter on one of the best 
campaigns in the school’s history, as the 
Friars finished with a 7-4-9 record.
Both teams battled back and forth in 
the first half, but despite multiple open­
ings, neither team was able to capitalize. 
In the eighth minute, UNC’s Ben Hunter 
struck an open header from six yards out 
that was saved by junior PC goaltender 
Chris Konopka. Just one minute after, 
Friar sophomore Ryan Maduro rifled a 
shot from the left-hand side of the box 
that was saved. It seemed as though the 
Tar Heels were to take the lead off of a 
close header by Ted Odgers minutes 
later, but Odgers was whistled for a foul 
just inside the six-yard box.
The beginning of the end for the Fri­
ars came quickly into the second half, as 
UNC was able to take advantage of their 
comer kick opportunities. After the first 
two attempts failed, Hunter was able to 
find the left corner of the net off the third 
in the 56th minute of play. Just five min­
utes later, Hunter struck again after a pass 
through the defense left Hunter one on 
one with Konopka.
Despite falling behind two goals, the 
Friars continued to fight and came close 
to closing the gap on two occasions. 
Senior Eoin Lynch just missed wide right 
on an 18-yard shot, while Maduro would 
miss wide left from 22 yards out.
The game also marked the end of 
Lynch’s career at Providence. With this 
last game Lynch leaves ranked second 
all-time in goals and points, 26 and 59 
respectively.
Cross Country finishes strong
The Providence College Men’s and 
Women’s Cross Country team competed 
at the 2005 NCAA Cross Country Cham­
pionship in Terre Haute, Ind. on Mon­
day, Nov. 21.
Senior Martin Fagan led the PC men’s 
effort finishing in 16th place, while se­
nior Fiona Crombie led the pack for the 
women, finishing in 14th place with a 
time of 20:18 over the 6,000 meter 
course. The two were honored for their 
efforts at the meet with All-American 
titles. This was Fagan’s first 
acknowledgement, while it marked 
Crombie’s third overall, and second in 
Cross Country. Crombie marks the 115th 
All-American under Friar Head Coach 
Ray Treacy in his 22 years at PC.
Also representing the Friars at 
NCAA’s for the men were sophomores 
Max Smith and Ahmed Haji. Smith was 
able to finish 71st overall in his first 
NCAA appearance with a time of 30:44, 
while Haji placed 236th, posting a time 
of 32:33 in his second year of competi­
tion.
The women’s team had six other com­
petitors finish in the top 200. Finishing 
second for PC was junior Meghan Owen, 
who placed 67th overall with a time of 
21:02. Graduate Student Aine Hoban 
followed close behind, placing 80th with 
a time of 21:23. Freshman Katie 
DiCamillo and senior Katie Twarzog 
placed 109th and 143rd, respectively.
The women finished the competition 
in 16th place overall in the Friars’ 17th 
consecutive appearance at the competi­
tion.
—compiled by Greg Hartwell ’07
During and after significant 
snow storms, students will be 
required to move their cars to 
allow for snow removal.
After approximately two hours 
students will move their cars back 
into their respective lots.
The Weather Advisory 
Information Line can be reached by 
dialing ext. 1012.
CASH PAID
FOR BOOKS*
bring your Textbooks to
OFF CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
STORE HOURS 
MON-THUR 9:30 TO 7PM 
FRIDAY 9:30 TO 4:30 PM 
SATURDAY 10:00 TO 2 PM
1017 Smith Street 
Providence, RI 02908 
(across from Sovereign Bank) 
401-861-6270
*College Textbooks (Student I.D. Required)
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Providence vaults into national rankings
by Rich Slate ’06 
Sports Staff
With the calendars turning December 
and the temperatures becoming more 
frigid, there has also been an unexpect­
edly positive part of this somber turn to 
winter: a winning hockey 
MEN’S season is in full bloom.
HOCKEY Head Coach Tim Army 
has led the Providence Col­
lege Men’s Hockey team out of the gates 
to an 8-6-0 overall record, including a 
7-2-1 mark in Hockey East—good 
enough for first place.
Senior left wing and leading scorer 
Torry Gadja has a theory for PC’s suc­
cess thus far.
“Basically, we’re not afraid to go out 
there and attack the Maines, the UNHs 
and the BUs,” he said. “We want to send 
a message to the league, especially when 
they come to our house.”
There are 19 games left in the regu­
lar season, so needless to say there is a 
lot of hockey left to be played for the 
Friars before they even begin the Hockey 
East playoffs. Gadja isn’t ashamed to 
admit that he keeps in tune with the 
league standings.
“I pay attention to it; it’s actually been 
kind of fun and I think it’s been a ben­
efit more than a disadvantage.”
While most students were home vis­
iting family and reuniting with friends 
for Thanksgiving, the Friars were at the 
RPI/Bank of America Holiday Tourna­
ment. Unfortunately, the Friars came 
home empty-handed after a 4-2 loss to 
Nebraska-Omaha followed by a 3-2 loss 
to host RPI the next day.
But PC did not let this disappointing 
weekend ruin any of its next games, as 
the Friars followed those two results up 
with their two most complete perfor­
Growing pains for young Friars as year begins
by Kevin O’Brien ’07 
Asst. Sports Editor
You’ve heard ofthe Baby Bulls. Now, 
meet the Baby Friars.
The Providence College Men’s Bas­
ketball team, boasting an exceptionally 
young lineup and 
MEN’S rotation, has forged 
BASKETBALL its way to a 3-3 start 
in the 2005-06 sea­
son. While the future certainly looks 
bright for the Friars, the present cam­
paign may be somewhat of a different 
matter.
PC ripped off three straight wins to 
start the year—over Vermont, New 
Hampshire, and Fairfield—but has fol­
lowed that with a three-game skid, drop­
ping games at Wichita State, at rival 
Rhode Island, and at home to nationally- 
ranked No. 8 Florida.
“With this group we just take things 
one day at a time,” Head Coach Tim 
Welsh said after the URI loss. “We’ll 
dissect this tape and try to get better.”
And while there is plenty of room for 
improvement, there have been encour­
aging signs for the Friars in the early 
going.
Freshman Geoff McDermott has 
started every game and is second on the 
team in minutes behind only senior 
Donnie McGrath. The tandem of frosh 
guards, point man Sharaud Curry and 
combo guard Weyinmi Efejuku, have 
shown flashes in the backcourt. Sopho­
more center Randall Hanke has certainly 
shown more offensively than in the past.
But no matter how much promise the 
Friars show, it means nothing if it fails 
to translate into wins. PC made a few 
mances of the season. Coming back 
home allowed PC to score its first win 
of the season over a ranked opponent—
4- 2 over then No. 7 Maine on Friday— 
and its first non-conference win of the 
season against cross-town rival Brown—
5- 1 in the 20th annual Mayor’s Cup on 
Saturday, Dec. 3.
“Every win is important but these 
were our two best games so far,” Army 
said. “Maybe in some people’s minds it 
gives us some validity.”
The Friars Nov. 25 game vs. Ne­
braska-Omaha in the 55th annual RPI/ 
Bank of America Holiday Tournament 
was pretty much over after two periods. 
The Mavericks ripped off four goals to 
none for the Friars in the first two stan­
zas en route to a 4-2 victory.
The loss sent the Friars into the con­
solation game against RPI on Nov. 26 
and lost a tight game, 3-2 to the Engi­
neers. The hosts jumped to a 2-0 lead 
after two periods, and held off a third 
period surge from the Friars to claim the 
victory.
The Friars came home riding a three- 
game losing streak—their longest of the 
season—and facing a tough matchup 
with the perennial powers, the Maine 
Black Bears. The Friars responded by 
soundly defeating Maine 4-2 on Friday, 
Dec. 2 at Schneider Arena.
Army felt that the key to his team get­
ting back on track was energy.
“We tried to establish a high energy­
level in our skating,” he said.
The move paid off.
Freshman forward Kyle Laughlin 
opened the scoring in the first with his 
fourth goal of the season at 16:28 mark, 
with assists from junior right wing Colin 
McDonald and freshman defenseman 
Cody Wild. Maine responded with a 
Freshman Sharaud Curry posted a career-high 20 points in the Friars 87-77 
loss against Florida on Tuesday night at the Dunk.
runs at Florida on Tuesday, but the 
Gators held them at arm’s length for the 
most part, never letting their lead slip 
below 10 after halftime and coming away 
with the 87-77 victory.
In that sense, the final score was a bit 
deceiving; yes, the Friars had their 
chances, but every PC run was thwarted 
with a Florida surge. In short, there’s a 
reason why Florida is a top-10 team and 
the Friars aren’t.
“We made too many mental and 
physical mistakes to play against a team 
like that,” Welsh acknowledged.
Senior Torry Gadja has led the Friars in scoring this season. He helped 
Providence claim two more victories this past weekend, scoring two goals 
against Maine and another in the Mayor’s Cup against Brown.
power-play goal at the 18:24. mark, and 
the teams headed to the dressing rooms 
tied 1-1.
Gadja scored a pair of goals in the 
second period to put the Friars in front 
for good. With the Friars short-handed, 
Gadja stole the puck at center-ice and 
skated in on a breakaway, putting a 
backhander into the net at the 5:11 mark 
of the second. Later, after finishing serv­
ing a penalty, Gajda came charging out 
of the penalty box and scored on a re­
bound to put the Friars up 3-1 after two
At least the Friars can take heart from 
the words of alum Billy Donovan ’87, 
who now coaches the Florida team that 
showed the Friars a thing or two about 
big-time basketball on Tuesday night.
“I say this as an alumnus and some­
one who follows Providence very, very 
closely,” Donovan said. “Timmy 
(Welsh) and his staff have done an in­
credible job recruiting. They’ve got, in 
my opinion, some really good young, 
talented players that in time are going to 
be terrific.”
What remains is to achieve the con­
periods.
Junior Jamie Carroll effectively put 
the game away with his power-play goal 
early in the third. Although the Black 
Bears tallied at 13:23 of the period, the 
Friars weathered the Maine pressure to 
come away with the win. For the game, 
PC led 41-38 in shots and Sims finished 
with 36 saves.
Gadja wouldn’t call it the biggest win 
of the career, but he was still excited.
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sistency that PC has so far lacked this 
season. Twice—at Wichita State and 
Tuesday against the Gators—the Friars 
have dug themselves into early holes 
(down 21-7 and 11-0, respectively, in 
those games). Welsh acknowledged this 
is a tough thing to recover from.
“They blitzed us, and you wonder if 
you’re going to be able to stay in the 
building with them,” he said of the 
Florida game. “I like that we fought... 
but we just showed inexperience down 
the stretch.”
That inexperience was certainly ap­
parent at the Ryan Center on Saturday, 
as the Friars found themselves even with 
the Rams, 67-67 with 2:22 to go. But 
some poor shot selection and an inabil­
ity to get key stops down the stretch 
foiled the PC effort, as the Rhodey ripped 
off a 10-2 run to take the 87-69 win.
“It’s a tough atmosphere—I’ve never 
played in a game like that,” McDermott 
said after the URI game. “It was two 
good teams, but we just have to work on 
execution down the stretch.”
Execution is certainly an issue this 
team has to deal with moving forward, 
but some of that can be attributed to the 
inexperience. Welsh has juggled the 
lineup recently, but there have never been 
less than two freshmen and a sophomore 
in that starting five. The rotation fea­
tures three freshmen and three sopho­
mores, and only one junior and one se­
nior.
But while Friar fans wait to see the 
youngsters mature, the schedule isn’t 
necessarily cooperating in fostering their 
development. The Friars next take on 
No. 7 Memphis on Saturday, and while
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